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This thesis presents the architecture, design, and evaluation of the mobile edge cloud (MEC) system aimed at supporting future low-latency applications. Mobile edge clouds have emerged as a solution for providing low latency services in future generations (5G and beyond) of mobile networks, which are expected to support a variety of real-time applications such as AR/VR (Augmented/Virtual Reality), autonomous vehicles and robotics. Conventional cloud computing implemented at distant large-scale data centers incurs irreducible propagation delays of the order of 50-100ms or more that may be acceptable for current applications but may not be able to support emerging real-time needs. Edge clouds considered here promise to meet the stringent latency requirements of emerging classes of real-time applications by bringing compute, storage, and networking resources closer to user devices. However, edge clouds are intrinsically local and have a smaller scale and are thus subject to significantly larger fluctuations in offered traffic due to factors such as correlated events and user mobility. In addition, edge computing systems by definition are distributed across multiple edge networks and hence are associated with considerable heterogeneity in bandwidth and compute resources. Considering these challenges, this thesis analyzes the requirements posed by the edge clouds and proposes specific techniques for control, network routing, data
migration, and dynamic resource assignment which can be employed to support low-latency applications.

The thesis starts by analyzing system-level edge cloud requirements for low-latency by deploying a set of sample AR applications, namely, annotation-based assistance, and smart navigation. A city-scale MEC system is analyzed for achievable latency when running AR applications using existing core clouds as well as the proposed distributed edge cloud infrastructure. Performance evaluation results are presented to understand the trade-offs in key system parameters such as core cloud latency and inter-edge or core-to-edge network bandwidth. The results show that while the core cloud-only system outperforms the edge-only system having low inter-edge bandwidth, a distributed edge cloud selection scheme can approach global optimal assignment when the edge has sufficient compute resources and high inter-edge bandwidth. Adding capacity to an existing edge cloud system without increasing the inter-edge bandwidth contributes to network-wide congestion and can reduce system capacity.

Next, a specific network-assisted cloud resource management technique is described that uses the concept of named-object architecture to create a named-object based virtual network (NOVN) inherently supporting application specific routing specifically designed to enable Quality of Service (QoS) in MEC. The results validate the feasibility of the named-object approach, showing minimal VN processing, control overhead, and latency. The results also validate application specific routing (ASR) functionality for an example latency constrained edge cloud service scenario.

Further, user mobility and edge cloud system load balancing are handled by enabling dynamic service migration. Container migration is emerging as a potential solution that enables dynamic resource migration in virtualized networks and mobile edge cloud (MEC) systems. The orchestrated, lightweight container migration model is designed and evaluated for a real-time application (license plate recognition) using performance metrics such as the average system response time and the migration cost for different combinations of load, compute resources, inter-edge cloud bandwidth, network, and application latency. The concept of NOVN and service migration are then applied to the advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) geared towards autonomous driving using
Augmented Reality (AR). The experiments show that the low-latency ADAS applications with an average system latency of less than 100 ms for the applications can be supported. The key observations from this study are: (1) machine type plays a crucial role in deciding migration, (2) applications requiring higher computation capabilities, for instance, annotation-based assistance should be offloaded to the closest available lightly-loaded edge cloud, (3) the latency of applications requiring pre-fetched data has fewer avenues for optimization, and (4) service migration should consider network bandwidth, system load, and compute capability of the source and the destination.

The work on edge cloud resource assignment and networking motivated the design of a general-purpose control plane that supports the exchange of essential control information (such as compute and network capabilities, current workloads, bandwidth/latency, etc.) between edge cloud domains in a region. The existence of such a control plane enables distributed resource management, application-aware routing, and task assignment algorithms without the requirement of a single point of control. Therefore, the final part of this thesis focuses on creating a lightweight control protocol that can provide neighboring edge clouds with visibility of their computing and network resources along with current load metrics. The proposed design promotes regional awareness of available resources in a heterogeneous multi-tenant environment to enable cooperative techniques such as cluster computing, compute offloading, or service chaining. The design of a specific control plane protocol followed by a system-level evaluation of the performance associated with task assignment and routing algorithms enabled by the framework is presented. The evaluation is based on a prototype system with a heterogeneous network of compute clusters participating in the control plane protocol and executing specified resource sharing algorithms. An application-level evaluation of latency vs. offered load is also carried out for an example time-critical application (image analysis for traffic lane detection) running on the ORBIT testbed confirming that significant performance gains can be achieved through cooperation at the cost of modest complexity and overhead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The computing requirements of mobile devices are growing due to a rise in newer applications such as Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), autonomous vehicles, and robotics. The surge in usage of mobile devices (mobile data traffic will increase seven-fold between 2017–2022[2]) has also resulted in tremendous increase of user expectations both for the data rate and the quality of service (QoS). The mobile applications’ focus is therefore shifting from local execution towards the always connected paradigm requiring seamless access to cloud computing, storage, and networking intended to offset limited computation capability and battery life at mobile devices. The concept of Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC; also known as Multi-access Edge Computing) is introduced by placing the compute, storage, and network components close to the users [3, 4] to potentially fulfill extensive computing requirements of emerging low-latency class of applications. Complex application software such as augmented and virtual reality etc., running on these mobile devices require data to be processed in ~ms, something that mobile devices (even those equipped with accelerator GPUs) cannot keep up with. This motivates the edge cloud architecture in which the network infrastructure helps improve the user’s QoE. The number of devices (scalability) and their performance requirements (QoS) to be supported by the MEC architecture bring in additional research challenges yet to be explored. This thesis† proposes architecture, design, and evaluation of the MEC system with a specific focus on supporting future low-latency applications. The specific results presented in this thesis include a study of the scalability and performance

†The work presented in this thesis is partially funded by NSF Future Internet Architecture - Next Phase (FIA-NP) CNS#1345295, and COSMOS project CNS#1827923 funded by NSF and PAWR Project Office.
of AR applications supported by city-scale MEC system, virtual network techniques to enable QoS support in MEC, handling load balancing and user mobility, and providing decentralized control plane protocol to enable distributed orchestration of edge cloud resources.

Current cloud computing systems are designed to support low-cost and scalable compute offloading which cannot provide a stringent bound on the round trip delays of future low-latency applications[5, 6, 7] mainly due to their distant placement inducing higher network delays, and uncertain bandwidth connectivity between the request endpoint and the cloud [8]. Note that while the shift from infrastructure based computing to cloud computing was based on the economic factors, the shift towards MEC is motivated by low-latency and high bandwidth scenarios that require tighter placement and control of computing and network resources. Although grid computing also shares several common aspects with the MEC including peer to peer computing[9], it cannot fulfill low-latency demands due to its loosely connected compute and network protocols thus creating a lack of availability and trust[10, 11]. While MEC promises to fulfill the application QoS, its geographically local, resource constrained design will not be sufficient to handle load surges. Therefore the inter-MEC, as well as the MEC to cloud offloading schemes, must be used to support AR applications. A detailed study of scalability and performance of such a hybrid MEC system using a city-scale simulation model is thus undertaken in this thesis wherein MECs are complemented with the central cloud. The work presented in this thesis is an early direction to provide system capacity details of hybrid MEC with different resource distributions, load and inter-edge bandwidth which has the potential to guide future MEC deployments.

The geographical distribution of MEC resources leads to challenges of inter-domain connectivity and dynamic re-routing while providing seamless service to a user. Existing L2 solutions such as VLAN [12] and MPLS [13] cannot provide cross-domain connectivity while overlay based L3 solutions such as VINI [14] bring in the additional set-up as well as run-time overhead. MEC being an integral part of 5G networks under consideration [15], should support seamless service integration by connecting users to their respective edge clouds. To achieve this, we propose an in-network, name-object
based [16] dynamic virtual network design (NOVN), which can provide application specific routing of a request to a best edge cloud. NOVN enhances the MEC architecture by inherently supporting resource management, network slicing, and compute and network orchestration.

The localized nature of MECs causes high load variability due to user mobility. The prevalent technique to deal with such a scenario is task offloading [17, 18] which introduces additional network path extension delay when using a uniform MEC entry/exit point. The virtualization of computing functions in the form of the virtual machines and more recently the lightweight containers have opened newer avenues of handling user mobility and MEC load by using service migrations which are explored in this thesis. An orchestrated framework to minimize service downtime and improve QoS is designed and evaluated for taxicabs in San Francisco city.

The typical system model for edge clouds is based on the use of a central controller for coordination of compute and network resources. The centralized control model does not apply to a distributed system implemented across multiple edge network domains, possibly involving a multiplicity of service providers. For a distributed edge cloud model to work, a control plane is needed to exchange both network and compute resource information between edge clouds located in a region. Existing MEC architectures such as hierarchical [19, 20] as well as centralized [21] implicitly assume the availability of control plane information. This thesis proposes to design, implement and evaluate the performance of a fully decentralized control plane protocol for MEC using an overlay protocol design, allowing the use of the existing network fabric while ensuring flexibility, simplicity, and elasticity [22]. Overlay solutions are a popular choice in the literature due to their implementation simplicity and compatibility advantages [23, 24]. A common solution for distributing inter-network information is the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) which disseminates the IP routes between the Autonomous Systems (ASes) by forming peering relationships [25]. However BGP by itself is designed only for routing and cannot provide updates with the short time constants associated with edge cloud resources. Overlay based large-scale testbeds such as PlanetLab and GENI [26, 27] are configured for compute and network resources using resource specifications (RSpec) [28]
which enables a full description of the network, control of the network topologies, and network-aware resource placement. Our protocol design complements these testbeds for run-time resource discovery extending the current static configuration capabilities with Rspec. The edge cloud network is a shared infrastructure system in which networking entities such as routers play a significant role in MEC’s performance. Therefore, supporting the views of [29, 30] we believe that a tightly coupled network participation, for instance, routers disseminating network state information to the MEC nodes helps to improve the performance and scalability.

A general technology solution for edge clouds will thus require distributed control algorithms and associated control plane protocols to realize a closed loop, low-latency control as well as the data plane for compute, storage and networking. The control plane information thus obtained can be used in a multitude of applications such as cluster computing, service migration, and service chaining, thereby motivates us to design and develop an end-to-end framework to support future applications.

1.1 Organization of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents an analysis of the scalability and performance of an edge cloud system designed to support latency-sensitive applications. A system model for geographically dispersed edge clouds is developed by considering an urban area such as Chicago and co-locating edge computing clusters with known Wi-Fi access point locations. The model also allows for provisioning of network bandwidth and processing resources with specified parameters in both edge and the cloud. The model can then be used to determine application response time (sum of network delay, compute queuing and compute processing time), as a function of offered load for different values of edge and core compute resources, and network bandwidth parameters. Numerical results are given for the city-scale scenario under consideration to show key system-level trade-offs between edge cloud and conventional cloud computing. Alternative strategies for routing service requests to edge vs. core cloud clusters are discussed and evaluated. Key conclusions from the study are: (a) the core cloud-only system outperforms the edge-only system having low inter-edge bandwidth, (b) a distributed edge cloud selection
scheme can approach the global optimal assignment when the edge has sufficient compute resources and high inter-edge bandwidth, and (c) adding capacity to an existing edge network without increasing the inter-edge bandwidth contributes to network-wide congestion and can reduce system capacity.

In chapter 3, techniques to enable QoS in MEC are described using a concept of named-object abstraction applied to the virtual networks. A layer 3 virtual network framework is designed, implemented and evaluated which can provide the control mechanisms to connect distributed resources across network domains. Building on that, an application specific routing mechanism is provided to support requests based on cross-layer information information extracted from network and application. Moreover, the named-object abstraction is applied to achieve dynamic resource management using in-network resource slicing and devising mechanisms for the QoS control. Finally, the experimental results are obtained using a working prototype implemented using the Click modular router software.

Chapter 4 provides a technique to handle dynamic load and mobility in MEC by migrating services across the MEC. Container migration is emerging as a potential solution that enables dynamic resource migration in virtualized networks and MEC systems. A traffic aware container migration approach is proposed, and validated with an end-to-end system implementation using a pure container hypervisor called LXD (Linux Container Hypervisor). The container migration model is then evaluated for real-time applications such as license plate recognition running in a mobile edge cloud scenario based on city-scale mobility traces from taxicabs in San Francisco. The system evaluation considers key metrics associated with application quality-of-experience (QoE) and network efficiency such as the average system response time and the migration cost for different combinations of load, compute resources, inter-edge cloud bandwidth, network and user latency. A specific compute resource and network-aware distributed resource migration algorithm called "ShareOn" is proposed and compared with alternative techniques using the San Francisco MEC model.

Finally, chapter 5 brings all the architectural components together by proposing a distributed control plane protocol and providing a detailed evaluation of techniques to
support low-latency in the MEC. A novel control plane protocol is under discussion to enable cooperative resource sharing in heterogeneous edge cloud scenarios to address the key design challenges including: (a) specification of a lightweight overlay control plane protocol for distributed edge, (b) evaluation of control protocol overhead and achievable system performance with cooperation between edge clouds, (c) specification of cooperative resource sharing algorithms (e.g., offloading, cluster computing and service chaining) enabled by the protocol, and (d) evaluation of end-to-end latency for specific real-time applications to be run on edge clouds. This evaluation is conducted via an experimental edge cloud setup on the ORBIT testbed at WINLAB.
Chapter 2

Mobile Edge Cloud Requirements

Edge clouds promise to meet the stringent latency requirements of emerging classes of real-time applications such as augmented reality (AR) [31] and virtual reality (VR) [32] by bringing compute, storage and networking resources closer to user devices [33, 34]. Edge compute resources which are strategically placed near the users in the access network do not incur the irreducible propagation delays associated with offloading of compute intensive tasks to a distant data center. In addition, the use of edge computing can also lower wide-area backhaul costs associated with carrying user data back and forth from the central cloud. AR and VR applications enable users to view and interact with virtual objects in real time, hence requiring fast end-to-end delivery of compute services such as image analytics and video rendering. Previous studies [35, 36, 37, 38] have shown that latency associated with AR or gaming applications can be reduced by migrating some of the delay-sensitive tasks computing tasks to local servers, while maintaining global state in the core cloud.

While edge clouds have significant potential for improved system-level performance, there are some important trade-offs between edge and core clouds that need to be considered. Specifically, core clouds implemented as large-scale data centers [5] have the important advantage of service aggregation from large numbers of users, thus making the traffic volume predictable. Further, service requests entering a large data center can be handled in a close to optimal manner via centralized routing and load balancing [39] algorithms. In contrast, edge clouds are intrinsically local and have a smaller scale and are thus subject to significantly larger fluctuations in offered traffic due to factors such as correlated events and user mobility. In addition, we note that edge computing systems by definition are distributed across multiple edge networks and hence are associated
with considerable heterogeneity in bandwidth and compute resources. Moreover, the data center model of centralized control of resources is not applicable to a distributed system [40, 41] implemented across multiple edge network domains, possibly involving a multiplicity of service providers.

A general technology solution for edge clouds will thus require suitable distributed control algorithms and associated control plane protocols necessary for realization. The unique nature of the distributed edge cloud system poses key design challenges such as specification of a control plane for distributed edge, distributed or centralized resource assignment strategies, traffic load balancing, orchestration of computing functions and related network routing of data, mobility management techniques and so on. MEC also has other advantages such as security to prevent data being sent away from the MEC. This thesis is focused on latency. In order to address these challenges, a simulation based system model is the foundation for understanding performance and evaluating alternative strategies for any of the above design issues.

This chapter presents an analysis of the scalability and performance of a general hybrid edge cloud system which supports latency-sensitive applications. The goal is to provide a better understanding of key system design parameters such as the proportion of resources in local cloud vs. data center, fronthaul and backhaul network bandwidth, relative latency/distance of core and edge clouds, and determine their impact on system level metrics such as average response time and service goodput. Using the model described here, we seek answers to the following questions: (a) How much load can an edge cloud network support without affecting the performance of an application; (b) How does the value of the application delay-constraint affect the capacity of the system; (c) What is the impact of offered load and resource distribution on goodput; (d) Under what circumstances can the core cloud perform better than an edge network and vice-versa; and (e) What is the impact of inter-edge (fronthaul) and edge-to-core (backhaul) network bandwidth on system capacity?

We use a simulation model to study a city-scale general multi-tier network as shown in Fig. 2.1 containing both edge and central cloud servers. The model is used to obtain system capacity and response time for an augmented reality application while analyzing
the impact of key parameters such as resource distribution and fronthaul/backhaul bandwidth. A general optimization framework for the distributed system is proposed and compared with distributed algorithm approaches.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 demonstrates the augmented reality application with two use-cases deployed at WINLAB to measure their computation (e.g., processing delay), networking (e.g., propagation and transmission latency) and storage (e.g., database use) requirements. The requirements demonstrate a need of edge cloud to achieve low-latency. Section 2.2 provides the simulation details including the system model with an emphasis on system design, and performance model to analyze edge clouds using a city-scale network including models for application, compute and latency. A baseline distributed resource allocation approach for selecting an edge cloud for an AR application is also detailed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the performance evaluation of the baseline approach. Section 2.5 proposes and evaluates a capacity enhancement heuristic (ECON) for real-time applications. Numerical results to compare ECON and the baseline are given in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 provides related work in the field and finally, Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.
2.1 Augmented Reality and Edge Clouds

Augmented Reality (AR) is gaining popularity in numerous fields such as healthcare, visualization, entertainment and education. Most of the commercially available AR devices like Atheer AiR [42], Microsoft Hololens [43] and Google Glass [44] have limited power, storage and on-chip computation capabilities; for example, currently the Hololens (first version) has \( \sim 64 \) GB storage and \( \sim 2 \) GB RAM. Thus, these devices often rely upon offloading storage as well as compute to an architecturally centralized cloud server to ensure that the application response time requirements are met.

The Quality of Experience (QoE) perceived by a user running an AR application using cloud services is a complex combination of network bandwidth, network traffic and compute capabilities of the cloud. First, the bandwidth from end–user to a cloud data center is the minimum bandwidth available across all the hops in the network path, which could be significant when cloud is located far from the user. Second, the network traffic depends upon the network load and congestion, and varies for each individual local network. Edge cloud computing (denoted as "edge" in the following discussions) promises to alleviate the shortcomings of the cloud server by bringing computation, networking and storage closer to the user and providing fast response, context awareness and mobility support [45]. Therefore, edge computing can be viewed as having the same centralized cloud resources scattered at the mobile network edge and accessed through fast Wi-Fi or 5G access networks. This approach has the potential to provide tightly bounded service response time thereby creating a geographically distributed heterogeneous computing and communication system.

Edge computing complements the cloud infrastructure as edge clouds are resource limited in terms of bandwidth and compute. The multifaceted edge system therefore must be studied in conjunction with the existing core cloud for different user requirements, application types, edge assignments and QoS constraints. Thus, for a resource constrained system it is required to allocate resources per request while taking system capacity into consideration. This leads to a nonlinear optimization problem [46] due
to multiple factors affecting the capacity including but not limited to network bandwidth, resource availability and application type. In order to understand the capacity constraints of a hybrid edge cloud system for latency sensitive applications, we analyze the MEC using a set of sample AR application [47].

2.1.1 Use Case Scenario

Figure 2.2(a) shows the process flow of our implementation of demo AR applications using Microsoft Hololens. A client sends a continuous video stream to the edge server which processes the information based upon application type and returns output to the client. The video stream (30 fps) is processed by OpenCV [48] 3.3 running on Intel i7 CPU 980, 3.33GHz and 15GB RAM. The edge server is connected to the client in two hops: (i) edge to first hop router (bandwidth: 932 Mbps) and (ii) router to Hololens (bandwidth: 54 Mbps). The following use-cases are evaluated.

Smart Navigation. A user enters a building. The edge in the building has her contextual information from the calendar entries and GPS. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b) the user is navigated to meet a person in the building using a set of cubes appearing on the device as she moves. Achievable latency is critical here because real-time activities of the user can be disrupted by late arrival of AR information.

Annotation based assistance. In this scenario, a user looks at an object having a set marker through Hololens with an intention to get supplementary information about the object. In Fig. 2.2(c), user looks at the printer and its status, ink level, number and current jobs are annotated on the user’s display.

2.1.2 Application Flow Timing Diagram

Figures 2.3(a) and (b) show (not to the scale) the timing diagrams of a sample packet flow in the system for smart meeting and annotation-based assistance applications respectively. The network delay in both the cases is kept below 10 ms by deploying edge cloud services a single hop away from the AP. In both the scenarios, the processing delay, path finding in the navigation and OpenCV image processing in the annotation
application, can be a major bottleneck. The following techniques are used in our implementation to lower the total response time as compared to the traditional core cloud-based services: (i) reduction of network latency via higher bandwidth and closer edge cloud service; (ii) passing minimum processed information to the client such as end-to-end coordinates (8 Bytes) per query in case of the navigation and 64-1500 Bytes per frame processed for the annotation application, and (iii) offloading multiple tasks to the edge cloud to minimize local processing at the UE. The AR implementation serves as a guide to the parameters used in the system model described in the next section, which assumes a low-latency requirement to run AR applications with an acceptable subjective quality [38]. Using our deployed AR applications, this section confirms that: (a) the total application latency can be brought down by reducing the number of hops and increasing available access bandwidth, and (b) although edge cloud lowers the network latency, application processing latency contributes significantly to the total latency for AR applications.
2.2 System Model

2.2.1 System Design

The system diagram of the hybrid edge cloud under consideration is shown in Fig. 2.4. Each AP is equipped with an edge cloud with a configurable compute resource capacity. In general, a compute resource represents a machine or a group of machines (cluster) also known as cloud or edge rack. A rack has limited capacity to support users for their computational requirements. For instance, an AR application requires computation to process video/image stream and receive their response back from the server. The edge rack in our design has maximum five processors each having 3.33 GIPS processing speed. The central cloud server is placed at Salem, Oregon (OR; location chosen to relate with commercially available central clouds) which again has a configurable capacity. The compute capacity is defined as the number of servers available at the edge cloud and/or at the central cloud. The inter-edge bandwidth is varied from 1 Gbps to 100 Gbps and AP-Cloud bandwidth from 10 Gbps to 500 Gbps. The special case of unconstrained
inter-edge and AP-cloud bandwidth is also considered. The central controller has the capability to collect network and compute parameters from all the edge clouds and the core cloud. The system design parameters are listed in Table 2.1.

In this study, the total amount of compute available at the edge clouds and core cloud is assumed to be fixed. This assumption holding the compute cost constant allows us to fairly analyze the impact of varying other key system parameters such as % of edge servers or core/edge bandwidth. In our simulation, we increase the resource density of already deployed edge clouds by removing and redistributing compute resources from the central cloud thereby keeping the overall compute resources for the whole system unchanged.

We use Chicago, the third most populous city in US, as a test-case considering locations of 11,00 WiFi APs [49] as shown in Fig. 2.5. The number of hops from Chicago to OR varies from 10 to 20 (including switches) and takes around 5-6 hops to reach the cloud server gateway whereas the average latency in US ranges from 13 ms to 106 ms [50] based on a ping test of 64 bytes packet from various locations. It
Table 2.1: System Design Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value/Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP-Cloud Bandwidth</td>
<td>10–500 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-edge Bandwidth</td>
<td>1-100 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Cloud Resources</td>
<td>0, 20, 40, 60 or 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Cloud Resources</td>
<td>0, 20, 40, 60 or 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Cluster</td>
<td>0-5500 servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Clusters</td>
<td>0-5500 servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR Latency Requirements</td>
<td>50-100 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5: Wi-Fi APs Placement in Chicago City

is to be noted that the AR application’s bit rate increases rapidly with resolution for instance a 160x120 pixels video needs around 1.7 Mbps whereas a 640x480 pixels video requires 27 Mbps continuous uplink bandwidth (assuming 30 fps, 24 bit per pixel), and 432 Mbps for 1920x1080 video. The response from the server is sent to the UE in the packets of size between 100 to 1500 Bytes per processed frame. Note that the uplink bandwidth requirement for an AR application is more than the download bandwidth due to its uplink video/downlink processed information characteristic which is quite different from most web traffic today. We model the network based on the type of application and its latency requirement.
We run an AR application at the UE which sends a video stream to the server while server computes the contextual information and sends back the output to the user. The application is annotation-based assistance using AR wherein a user gets information about surrounding annotated on his AR device as described in Section II. Annotation-based assistance can be used in various application scenarios. For example, a policeman looks at a license plate of a car while driving and the information about the owner gets displayed on the device. The license plate can also be run against a list of stolen car and can be immediately reported to the policeman.

Table 2.2: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>5.18 km$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of APs</td>
<td>1.1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Number of Users</td>
<td>55K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of Users</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (Uplink)</td>
<td>27, 150 and 300 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (downlink)</td>
<td>54, 300 and 600 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>1500 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Resources (baseline)</td>
<td>5 Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Performance Model

In this section, we describe system modeling aimed at evaluating user performance and system capacity as a function of key design parameters. A multi-tier edge-cloud system as shown in Fig. 2.4 can be divided into user, network (data and control) and computation plane. Our system design is a hierarchical composition of compute and network elements. The computation at edge or cloud is similar in functionality but different in terms of resources availability as the core cloud has a single big pool of shared resources while each edge cloud has limited resources closer to the user. The following discussion presents application, compute and latency modeling.
Application

In our model, the application is defined by a four tuple $<V, G, S, L>$ where $V$ denotes the computational task per unit time ranging from $[1, n], n \in Z^+$. Each AR application requires these tasks to be completed within a specified real-time threshold latency in order to be useful to the AR application. In case a task is not completed within the application latency threshold, the goodput of system goes down. $G$ denotes the geolocation of the UE. A city is considered to be a collection of $G_i$ blocks (assume as cells of a cellular network), $i \in [1, N]$ where $N$ is the total number of geographical blocks. For simplicity, we divide the geographical area into square $G_i$’s. Analyzing the users served by each block provides us meaningful information if we need to upgrade the capacity of an edge cloud in the block if it is available. Binary $S \in \{0, 1\}$ denotes the availability of the edge cloud in the geographical area $G$ of a user. Unavailability of an edge cloud may mean that there is no physical edge cloud present or the edge cloud of that region has run out of capacity in which case, a neighboring edge cloud can be chosen or the user can be routed to the central cloud. For delay-tolerant applications, routing a user to the central cloud frees resources at the edge to serve latency-sensitive applications. Finally, $L \in (0, d_{max})$ represents the maximum tolerable latency for the said application.

Compute

The delay due to computation is modeled using a multi-server queuing model. The edge cloud is like a mini data center where tasks arrive from geographically distributed users, processed by the available resources in the edge cloud and depart. Therefore, as the number of transactions in the system increase when the system load rises these tasks are queued till they are processed. This scenario can be best represented by employing an $M/M/C$ queuing model[51]. Each edge or central cloud processes multiple service requests in a work-conserving FCFS queue with assumed infinite buffers. The overall latency is dependent on the arrival rate $\lambda$, service rate $\mu$ and the number of servers $c$. It can be noted that as the system computation power is constant, increasing capacity
at the edge will mean removing equivalent resources from the central cloud implying a rise in queuing delay at the cloud.

For a given set of static users, the system load is proportional to the number of active users and the rate of application requests per second. In our model, Load = 0.1 is defined as 10% of the total users are running the AR application. In general, average time spent by a task in the server is the sum of transmission delay, queuing delay and processing delay, which is calculated using the M/M/c queuing model [51] as given by Eq. 2.1–2.3.

\[
d_{node} = W + \frac{1}{\mu} + t_{tx} = P_Q \cdot \frac{\rho}{\lambda(1-\rho)} + \frac{1}{\mu} + t_{tx} \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
P_Q = \left(\frac{c\rho}{c!}\right)^c \frac{1}{1-\rho} p_0 \tag{2.2}
\]

\[
p_0 = \left[\sum_{k=0}^{c} \frac{(c\rho)^k}{k!} + \frac{(c\rho)^c}{c!} \frac{1}{1-\rho}\right]^{-1} \tag{2.3}
\]

Here, \(d_{node}\) is the total time spent by a task \(V\) at the edge cloud or the core cloud, \(W\) is the wait time in the queue, \(P_Q\) is the queuing probability, \(\rho\) is the server utilization, \(c\) are number of servers at each edge or total server at the cloud, and \(p_0\) is the initial probability. In view of shared bandwidth on inter-edge links, the transmission time \(t_{tx}\) can be simplified as \(b_{\text{link}}/r_{\text{users}}\) where \(b_{\text{link}}\) is the total bandwidth of a link and \(r_{\text{users}}\) are number of total tasks run by all the users at an edge. For large \(c\), to avoid involved calculations in Eq. (2), we split cloud computing resources into set of uniform clusters where a selected cluster is one serving the lowest number of concurrent tasks.

**Latency**

The overall latency of an application has several components including irreducible propagation delay, the transmission delay, routing node delays and the cloud processing time. For a core cloud server, which carries aggregated traffic, there is also a Software Defined Networking (SDN) switching latency. As the number of users increase in a geographical region, the bandwidth is shared among them costing more transmission delay. For a
cloud only model when there are no edge servers, the total cloud latency can be stated as:

\[ L_{\text{cloud}} = \alpha \ast D_{\min(UE,APs)} + \beta \ast D_{\text{AP-cloud}} + d_{\text{node}} \quad (2.4) \]

Eq. 2.4 shows that a closest AP is chosen to route a user to the cloud. Here, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the proportionality constants to account for the propagation delays, \( D_{\min(UE,APs)} \) is distance from UE to nearest AP and \( D_{\text{AP-cloud}} \) is the distance from AP to the central cloud. When resources are available at the edge, the total edge latency can be represented as:

\[ L_{\text{edge}} = \alpha \ast D_{\min(UE,APs)} + d_{\text{node}} + d_{s} \quad (2.5) \]

In Eq. 2.5, \( d_{s} \geq 0 \) is the control plane switching latency from an edge at AP to another AP’s edge in case of unavailable resources which is assumed to be between 1–5ms. The response time for an application is the sum of transmission delay, propagation delay, switching delay (if any), queuing delay and computation delays in both the cases. The specific values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are selected to relate with the distance between users and cloud components.

A core cloud-only system is defined as one with no edge cloud available. The edge-only system does not have any core cloud and if the load exceeds the available computational resources, a request is queued until it is processed. We also consider hybrids of core and edge based on the percentage parameter that splits computing resources between the two.

2.2.3 Edge Selection for an AR Application

Edge selection in a system for a given traffic load can be achieved using multiple approaches. The network routing information that is available to all the routers can be used to deliver the service request to the nearest edge cloud — the edge cloud then independently decide to serve the request based upon resource availability or can route the user to the central cloud. A queuing model is used to estimate the service time for a
request apart from networking delays (control plane), propagation delays and transmission delays (available bandwidth). The nearest edge approach works well for scenarios with evenly distributed users and network resources. However, this simple nearest edge cloud routing strategy does not work well when the user distribution is not geographically uniform ascertained by our simulation showing only 10% improvement in the average system response time as compared to a cloud-only system.

An alternative distributed approach improves upon simple anycast by having routers maintain compute resource availability states of neighboring edge clouds. This may involve the use of overlay protocols to exchange cloud state in a distributed manner [52, 53]. A user is routed to the nearest edge first which makes one of the following decisions: (i) serve the request, (ii) route to a neighboring edge with available resources, or (iii) route to the central cloud. The decision at the edge is based upon application requirement and traffic load. For an AR application, the decision metric selects the closest edge to the UE which can serve the UE in $L_{edge} \leq d_{max}$.

### 2.2.4 Baseline Approach

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for the baseline edge cloud selection approach adopted in our study. The algorithm is invoked whenever the default edge cloud is unable to serve the user’s demand (line: 2). It then scans the states of neighboring edges to find the best edge which can serve the user within the specified latency threshold. This approach relies upon shared resource and bandwidth information among

```
Algorithm 1: Finding neighboring edge with available resources for an AR application
1 function AvailableNeighbor (a, b);
   Input : Neighbor resource and bandwidth $s_i$ and $b_i$
   Output: $T or F$
2 Condition: $TotalDelay_{Edge} \geq delay_{th}$
3 while (NeighborEdge)  
4 if $TotalDelay_{NeighborEdge} \leq delay_{th}$ then  
5 return TRUE;
6 else  
7 return FALSE;
8 end
```
neighbors. The list of neighbors is defined as $p$ closest edge clouds from the current edge location. For finite $p$ the order of state update messages to be exchanged is $\sim N*p^2$ where $N$ is the number of edge clouds, and is thus an acceptable overhead for small to moderate values of $p$.

This section detailed our system and performance model. A baseline algorithm which scans the states of neighboring edge clouds to find the best edge which can serve the user within the specified latency threshold is developed. Next section evaluates the performance of baseline algorithm.

2.3 Performance Evaluation of Baseline System

In this section we discuss the capacity of different edge cloud systems with respect to traffic load, resource distribution and inter-edge bandwidth. Consider a system with following compute resources: (i) core cloud only, (ii) edge cloud only, and (iii) core cloud plus edge cloud, where in each case, the total amount of resources are same. Major system parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 4.2.

2.3.1 Impact of Network Bandwidth Parameters

Figure 2.6 illustrates the impact of constraint bandwidth AP-cloud system on the average response time. Here, the total bandwidth limit is set between edge network and the core cloud cluster. For a 500 Gbps AP-cloud bandwidth, for given system, the average response time compares with that of an unconstrained bandwidth case while for 50 Gbps case, it rises exponentially as the load increases. In case of lower bandwidth cases like 10 Gbps and 25 Gbps, the system is unable to handle higher load. As a bandwidth-constrained cloud system cannot compete with an edge-only system in terms of response time, further discussions in this work will assume a bandwidth-unconstrained cloud.

Figure 2.7(a) plots the average response time for the core cloud as well as edge only system with different inter-edge bandwidth. On one hand, the extreme fronthaul bandwidth of 100 Gbps edge-only compares with the unconstrained bandwidth edge-only system and therefore all the edge resources are utilized. On the other hand, after
the system fills up at Load=0.7, core cloud only system outperforms the edge only system with 1 Gbps inter-edge bandwidth. The reason is that for the baseline case, when an edge fills up the capacity, it routes the request to a neighboring edge utilizing inter-edge bandwidth. As the finite inter-edge bandwidth is split between multiple application flows, the propagation delay and queuing delay rise which in turn increases the average response time for higher load. In the baseline approach, the edge decides whether to send the request to a neighboring edge or to the central cloud. For 1 Gbps inter-edge bandwidth case, the average response time for Load=0.1 is as low as 30 ms while for Load=0.8 case, it rises to 130 ms as the bandwidth exhausts and queuing delay rises. A delay more than 100 ms is unsuitable for most of the AR applications. As the bandwidth doubles, for Load=0.8 case, the average response time is \(\sim 95\) ms. Increasing bandwidth lowers the average response time for a completely loaded system but beyond 10 Gbps there is no significant advantage visible for the baseline case as there are still significant queuing delays for a loaded edge at an AP (or neighboring AP). After a load point, there is no dip in response time irrespective of how good the fronthaul connectivity between edge clouds is. In this case, there is a crossover around Load=0.7 so we compare the CDF of core cloud only and edge-only with the 1 Gbps

---

Figure 2.6: AR Application Average Response Time for Core Cloud only System with Increasing System Load and Different Uplink Bandwidth
Figure 2.7: Average Response Time Comparison for Core Cloud and Edge Only System, with Different Load and Inter-edge Bandwidth for Baseline

A linear rise in response time can be observed for the static load case implying that the inter-edge bandwidth of 1 Gbps is insufficient to run such a heavily loaded system.

### 2.3.2 Impact of Resource Distribution

In this section, we analyze the impact of the compute resource distribution between the core cloud and edge cloud on the average response time. There are a total of 5.5K processors each having 3.33 GIPS speed available as compute resources which are equivalent to 1.1K full edge racks. The compute resources are distributed between edge and cloud. In the simulation model, CE82 implies that 80% compute resources are available at the cloud and 20% are placed at the edge near the APs and so on.

Figures 2.8(a) and (b) compare average response time in CE28 and CE82 for the baseline with respect to inter-edge bandwidth and load respectively. Response times for inter-edge bandwidth of 10, 50 and 100 Gbps are close to each other for all the load cases for both scenarios. This implies that increasing inter-edge bandwidth indefinitely cannot improve the system performance when using the simple scheme of filling neighboring edge resources. Figure 2.8(a) also highlights the fact that when edge resources
are higher than the core cloud for a low inter-edge bandwidth, beyond a load point, the core cloud-only system performs better. This means that for a highly loaded system, if fast edge connectivity is unavailable, it is better to use the core cloud. Here, cloud only means that there are no edge clouds in the network and APs are connected to the cloud with unconstrained bandwidth.

2.3.3 Impact of AR Application Traffic Parameters

Figure 2.9 establishes that a limited inter-edge bandwidth makes system very susceptible to load. For the CE28 case, when the cloud-edge resource distribution is 20%-80% and inter-edge bandwidth is 1 Gbps, average response time increases at a faster rate than that of the CE82 case. The reason is that in the baseline scenario for CE28, an edge might be able to find a neighbor with available capacity but the connectivity is not sufficient to reach to that neighbor. In the case of lower or no edge resources, the core cloud is immediately favored and therefore performs better than the edge cloud scenario as can be observed from the crossover point at Load>0.7.

One more point of interest in Fig. 2.9 is between Load=0.5 and Load=0.6 where all the CE cases intersect. Figure 2.10 shows the average response time with different
Figure 2.9: Average Response Time for Edge Cloud System with Different Load and Resource Distribution for Baseline. Inter-edge Bandwidth=1Gbps.

inter-edge bandwidth and resource distribution for baseline when Load=0.5. Here, for the CE82 case, increasing inter-edge bandwidth does not boost the system performance as compared to the CE28 case because for the low edge resources case, increasing inter-edge bandwidth cannot decrease the processing delays at the edge. For a system with high edge resources, a higher inter-edge bandwidth is therefore needed to maintain AR performance.

Similarly, for the Load=0.6 case, Fig. 2.11 plots average response time vs. resource distribution for different inter-edge bandwidths. Again, for a 50 Gbps inter-edge bandwidth system, a faster drop in the average response time can be observed for the CE28 case when 80% resources are at the edge. For a 1 Gbps inter-edge bandwidth system, the average response time is slightly higher for the CE28 system than for the CE46 system.

Using our designed system and performance model, we make following observations for the baseline scenario: (a) for unconstrained compute resources, the edge cloud continues to perform better than the core cloud due to its vicinity to the users (lower network latency), (b) increasing core network bandwidth beyond a load point does not lower the total application latency as the compute latency takes over, (c) for higher
Figure 2.10: Average Response Time for Edge Cloud System with Different Resource Distribution and Inter-edge Bandwidth for Baseline. Load=0.5.

system load, the propagation delay and queuing delay rise because finite inter-edge bandwidth is divided among multiple application flows, (d) indefinitely increasing fronthaul edge cloud connectivity does not improve the response time after a load level, and (e) for lower inter-edge bandwidth case, distributing more resources at the edge clouds only worsens the application performance.

2.4 ECON: Enhanced Capacity Edge Cloud Network

The baseline approach considered in the previous section relies on a distributed control to select the best available neighboring edge cloud which might be sub-optimal in terms of overall system capacity. A more general approach is to select an edge cloud based upon global information about network and compute resources available at a logically centralized point such as an SDN controller. The idea is to use the complete network view before assigning an application/user to an edge cloud or deciding to route it to the core cloud. We call this approach Enhanced Capacity Edge Cloud Network (ECON). This section describes the ECON method and compares its performance with the baseline method.
Figure 2.11: Average Response Time for Edge Cloud System with Different Resource Distribution and Inter-edge Bandwidth for Baseline. Load=0.6.

Definition 1: An edge or cloud is "usable" for a request $i$ if the latency $L_i^a$ for the user running an application $a$ is below the latency threshold for given application $L_{Th}^a$, i.e. $L_i^a \leq L_{Th}^a$. Here, $L_i^a$ is simply equal to $L_{cloud}$ or $L_{edge}$ with different $d_{node}$ and $d_s$.

A "usable" server is best for a user request in terms of service quality whereas the overall system capacity might not be optimal with this assignment. For example consider a user’s application latency threshold 110 ms which may be assigned to an edge server serving request within 30 ms. This assignment will hamper performance of another needy user who required 35 ms latency but cannot be accommodated due to unavailable resources at the edge.

Definition 2: "delay-constraint (%)" of an edge-cloud system is defined as the number of requests out of hundred served below the application response time threshold, $L_{Th}^a$. For a specific value of $L_{Th}^a$, the delay-constraint can also be interpreted as system capacity. For instance, a delay-constraint of 10% for a 15 ms threshold implies that system can accommodate only 10% of the total requests and 90% requests will only consume resources to lower the goodput. This means for 90% of the requests, the assigned edge resources are "not usable".

Percentage delay-constraint, $C = (n_{Th}/N) \times 100$, where $n_{Th}$ are requests served
within threshold response time and \( N \) are the total number of requests in the system.

A system with high \( C \) for a threshold is required to run latency sensitive applications.

### 2.4.1 "Usable" Edge-Cloud Optimization

Assigning requests to a "usable" server is similar to capacity optimization of an edge-cloud system for given compute as well network resources and application delay fulfillment. This problem is equivalent to the maximum cardinal bin packing and hence is NP-hard \([17, 54]\). We can model the global optimization to maximize usable server \( s \) for \( N \) requests, where each request \( i \) is assigned to the server \( s \), as:

\[
\max_s \sum_{n \in N} I_{\{s_n > 0\}}
\]  

subject to:

\[
L^a_i(s) \leq L^a_i L_{Th}, \forall s_n > 0, n \in N
\]  

\( I_{\{s_n > 0\}} \) being the indicator function with values 1 or 0 depending upon if such a server is available or not for a given request which means if it can serve the request in application response time threshold. Mapping users to "usable" server is NP-hard problem as explained earlier thus requiring an alternative approach.

The total average processing delay, \( d_{comp} \), at the cloud or edge, comprise of a waiting delay in the queue and a processing delay associated to the type of application. At each node, there is a transmission time, \( t_{tx} \) associated with each task \( V \), adding which to \( d_{comp} \) provides total time, \( d_{node} \), spent at a server. Therefore, for such a system, we can formulate Eq. (2.6) as minimizing \( d_{node} \) of the system for all the users, while compromising on the optimality, instead of a "usable" server problem as follows:

\[
P_1 : \min \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} d_{proc}^i + d_{tx}^i + d_s^i \right)
\]  

subject to:

\[
L^a_j \leq L^a_j L_{Th}, \forall j \in N
\]

\[
b_{i,up}^i \leq b_{i}^a \leq b_{i,up}^i, \forall i \in M
\]

\[
b_{i,down}^i \leq b_{i}^a \leq b_{i,down}^i, \forall i \in M
\]
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{M} c_i \leq C \tag{2.12}
\]

Equation 2.8 defines the optimization problem with Eq. (2.9) as delay constraint, Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.11) as bandwidth constraints for uplink and downlink each user application and, Eq. (2.12) as capacity constraint of each node respectively. As explained earlier, \( b_i \) can be computed as \( b_i / r_{\text{edge}} \). Again, the problem is similar to maximum cardinality bin packing problem and is NP-hard. Therefore, to find the "usable" server, we need to fix a user to a nearby edge and find the Pareto optimal edge for the next user sequentially satisfying the application latency constraint. This can be done by omitting the switching delay. Therefore, the problem can be simplified as (with same constraints as above) follows assuming \( d_{tx}^i \) constraint is satisfied by bandwidth splitting for each request.

\[
P_2 : \min \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} d_{\text{proc}}^{j|i} \tag{2.13}
\]

Equation 2.13 establishes that for a latency sensitive AR application, finding the "usable" server for a user means we need to place the task to a server which is nearby to the user in strict network sense having low load, latency and high available bandwidth. The delay minimization objective function fills up the edge resources before routing a task to the central cloud. The latency and bandwidth of chosen server are estimated using the exponential moving average: \( x_p \times w_x + (1 - w_x) \bar{x} \), with \( w_x \) as weight factor for \( x \), \( x_p \) is the previous value, \( \bar{x} \) is the previous average and \( x \) is latency or bandwidth parameter. We call this approach ECON and results are compared with the baseline in next section.

2.5 ECON vs. Baseline

2.5.1 Resource Distribution and Inter-edge Bandwidth

ECON relies upon filling up the edge resources before routing to the central cloud. Figures 2.12(a) and (b) compare average response time for CE28 and CE82 cases when the inter-edge bandwidth is 1 Gbps. For an edge-favored CE28 scenario in Fig. 2.12(a), ECON and baseline have similar performance because finding an available resource in
Figure 2.12: Average Response Time Comparison for ECON and Baseline, for Different Load and 1 Gbps Inter-edge Bandwidth

ECON is equivalent to finding a neighbor in the baseline which has high probability when edge resources are 80%. When the resources are cloud-favored i.e. CE82 in Fig. 2.12(b), for a lightly loaded system, ECON performs better as it is able to find the resources anywhere in the network without additional queuing delays at the edge. For a highly loaded system, finding an available edge is more expensive than routing the request to the cloud itself and therefore baseline outperforms ECON in case Load > 0.5.

2.5.2 Application Delay Constraints

Figure 2.13 presents the delay-constraints for unconstrained fronthaul bandwidth for an edge-cloud system for the CE82 case when Load=0.1. As application latency threshold increases, delay-constraint rises meaning if an application has a latency threshold of 100ms, about 60% requests can be fulfilled by the cloud-only system whereas the edge-only system will be able to fulfill all the requests. As shown in the plot, without inter-edge bandwidth limits, ECON performs better than the baseline as it fills up maximum edge resources before routing any request to central cloud.
Figure 2.13: Impact of Application Latency Threshold on Delay-constraint Percentage for ECON and Baseline without Inter-edge Bandwidth Constraints

**Edge-favored vs. Cloud-favored**

Figures 2.14(a) and (b) compare edge and cloud favored resources respectively when inter-edge bandwidth is 10 Gbps. Figure 2.14(a) shows that for an edge-favored case when most of the resources are available at the edge, a baseline neighbor selection scheme performs equally well as ECON which selects the best of all edge resources for the request. For the cloud favored resource case shown in Fig. 2.14(b), ECON performs better than baseline as each of the edges has sufficient bandwidth to reach a far away available edge resource. Therefore, when sufficient bandwidth is available, it is better to choose an edge even if there are fewer resources available as the queuing time at an edge can be compensated by faster request transfers. On the other hand, if the inter-edge bandwidth is low, instead of trying to maximize edge resource utilization, it is good to send the request to the cloud if the application can withstand the resulting delay.
Goodput

As discussed earlier, AR applications are delay sensitive and discard packets which arrive late. Goodput is defined as the number of useful (on time) bits per second delivered to UEs running the AR application. Therefore, even when the system throughput is high, the goodput could remain low due to high proportion of late arrivals. The capacity improvement can be studied by analyzing a geographic block, $G_i'$s level of goodput using our simulation tool. If goodput is lowest in a block, it indicates a need to augment additional edge resources to the serving edge. Figure 2.15 shows the normalized ratio of goodput of ECON and goodput of baseline for different resource distribution and load. For an unconstrained inter-edge bandwidth system, the goodput ratio of a cloud-favored system is more than that of an edge-favored one as ECON tries to find the best available edge resource as compared to the neighbor selection baseline scheme. In a cloud-favored system, the edge has minimal resources and therefore each edge requires sufficient bandwidth to transfer requests to other edges which may be far away. The edge-favored system cannot be significantly improved with ECON as there are ample neighboring edges available from the baseline and therefore finding a more optimal edge
tends to increase the network delay. Also, as the system load increases, there is a rise in the queuing delay at the edge server and therefore the system performance is similar for ECON as well as baseline in this case.

This section compared baseline scenario with a global edge assignment approach called ECON. We found that: (a) for an edge-favored resource system, ECON and baseline have similar application response time performance, (b) for a cloud-favored resources and lightly loaded system, ECON performs better than the baseline, (c) maximizing edge cloud’s usage for lower inter-edge bandwidth hampers the average system response time, and (d) for elastic applications such as email, a cloud-only system is sufficient and can even perform better as compared to an edge-cloud system with low bandwidth.

2.6 Related Work

Edge cloud solutions have been proposed for a number of emerging scenarios including Internet of Things (IoT) [55], Cloud of Things (CoT) [56, 57, 58, 59], health analytics [60] and autonomous driving [61, 62]. The term cloud is generically used to describe a
remotely located on-demand computing and networking system along with its typical storage functionality. Architectures such as Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC) [17, 46], fog [63] and edge computing bring these resources close to the user to support faster networking and ultra-low latency applications.

Serving IoT devices using edge clouds is proposed in [64, 65, 66] with or without virtualization techniques to provide local compute offload, nearby storage, and networking. Real-time applications such as autonomous driving, traffic monitoring/reporting, and online multi-player 3D gaming have also been considered, [38, 67, 68, 69]. Applications of ICN (Information Centric Networking) have been proposed in [70] as a means to reduce network complexity through named services and content. A three-tier cloud of things (CoT) system is modeled in [71] which identifies edge cloud is a key design element for time-constraint applications. Attempts are also made to provide hierarchical models of edge clouds thereby enabling aggregation capabilities similar to data center networks [72]. Understanding network topology is a critical step in analyzing a cloud or edge network mainly due to effect of routing on latency and throughput. Attempts have been made to characterize the network using geographical properties in [73] using data of autonomous system (ASes) and their relationships, to create a network topology for realistic analysis.

Motivated by faster compute and connectivity needs of newer AR/VR applications, an edge-centric computing is described in [74]. A QoS-aware global optimal edge placement approach is described in [75]. An energy efficient resource allocation strategy is proposed in [76] considering link layer parameters. A small cell based multi-level cloud system is simulated in [77]. Existing literature either relies on a central controller for an optimal edge placement or the use of new network hierarchy to realize improvements in system performance[78, 79]. Studies aimed at determining the overall capacity of a edge cloud system to support multiple applications using a city-scale network are lacking in the existing literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the early attempts to characterize such a hybrid system with respect to edge-cloud resource distribution, inter-edge bandwidth, AP-cloud bandwidth and system load.
2.7 Summary

This chapter provides a framework for modeling and analyzing capacity of a city-scale hybrid edge cloud system intended to serve augmented reality application with service time constraints. A baseline distributed decision scheme is compared with a centralized decision (ECON) approach for various system load, edge-cloud resource distribution, inter-edge bandwidth and edge-core bandwidth parameters. The results show that a core cloud only system outperforms the edge-only system when inter-edge fronthaul bandwidth is low. The system analysis results provide guidance for selecting right balance between edge and core cloud resources given a specified application delay constraint. We have shown that for the case with higher inter-edge bandwidth and edge computing resources, a distributed edge selection achieves performance close to centralized optimization, whereas with ample core cloud resources and no bandwidth constraints, ECON provides a lower average response time. Our study shows that adding capacity to an existing edge resource without increasing internetwork bandwidth may actually increase network-wide congestion and can result in reduced system capacity.
Chapter 3
Techniques to Enable QoS Support in MEC

Achieving advanced MEC services such as dynamic resource assignment and slicing, maintaining Quality of Service (QoS), and enabling heterogeneous virtual functions are some of the technical challenges associated with edge-cloud enhanced 5G architectures now under consideration. This chapter proposes a named-object based virtual network architecture to support low-latency applications in the MEC.

3.1 Introduction

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is envisioned to be a core component in future cellular architectures, expected to grow rapidly in the next few years due to continuing large-scale adoption of smartphones as well as emerging technologies such as IoT (Internet-of-Things) and augmented, virtual or mixed reality (AR/VR/MR) [80, 31, 32]. MECs exploit resource locality and have been embraced by the infrastructure and the service providers for their network evolution. In particular, providers are increasingly aiming to distribute their service points of presence (i.e. processing and storage) in order to exploit locality and serve their clients right at the edge of the networks they are connected to. The industry and research communities alike have embraced this approach and are proposing solutions known as edge clouds [81, 82, 33] or fog computing [83] that can better scale and provide low delay services to real-time applications.

Edge clouds distributed at the periphery of the network represent a conceptually simple and scalable solution for delivering computing services to mobile users. Moreover, because of the lower network delay in reaching cloud resources, MEC offers the potential to meet strict service requirements (e.g. low latency). However, this comes at the cost of significant technical challenges associated with moving cloud processing
from a centralized data center to a loosely coupled set of servers located at the edge of the network. One central challenge is that of distributed control; by their very nature, edge clouds are placed in multiple network domains with heterogeneous bandwidth and latency properties without a single point of control. While existing solutions such as network slicing and service chaining provide a means to use distributed, heterogeneous resources, the end-to-end quality remains a concern due to insufficient large-scale telemetry techniques in the currently deployed networks. A second key challenge arises from heterogeneity of computing resources and the limited amount of computational power edge systems can be equipped with. In contrast to the previous data center driven cloud model, edge clouds are often co-located with the existing network equipment and deploy limited computational resources. This implies the need for distributed resource management (i.e. task assignment, load balancing and application-level quality-of-service management) across heterogeneous edge computing resources. Furthermore, network wide changes arising due to the user mobility, link or node failure and network congestion induce additional challenges in maintaining end-to-end service quality.

A general technology and architectural solution for edge clouds will thus require: (a) control as well management plane protocols to provision these heterogeneous resources in real-time, (b) distributed or centralized resource assignment strategies, for traffic load balancing, orchestration of computing functions and related network routing of data, (c) mobility management techniques such as dynamic network slicing, and (d) low-overhead mechanisms to reach to these heterogeneous set of distributed resources in real-time. This work attempts to design, integrate and evaluate these components aiming at fulfilling requirements of advanced services using MEC architecture. In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

- Design of NOVN∗, a Layer 3 virtual network framework that can provide the control mechanisms to connect distributed resources across network domains.

- Starting from the NOVN framework, we develop routing mechanisms that exploit the abstractions of the architecture to support distributed edge-cloud services.

∗NOVN was jointly developed in collaboration with Dr. F. Bronzino.
This technique, called application specific routing (ASR), supports routing service requests based on cross-layer information extracted from network and application.

- Building techniques to achieve dynamic resource management using in-network resource slicing and devising mechanisms for the quality of service (QoS) control.

- Finally, develop a working implementation of NOVN, ASR and advanced service scenarios using the Click [84] modular router, implemented on the MobilityFirst network architecture software prototype [85]. As part of this effort, we present experimental results obtained to validate the feasibility of this architecture and demonstrate significant latency improvements for real-time applications.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 presents edge cloud requirements to support the advanced services such as cross domain connectivity, dynamic re-routing and cross-layer network support, and align them with the key MEC architectural components. Section 3.3 introduces the core design of NOVN; starting from the definition of named-objects, the high level design choices taken are described. The impact of name resolution server (NRS) on the scalability and consistency of NOVN is detailed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 introduces how NOVN, integrated with techniques such as application specific routing and network slicing could be exploited to support advanced network services. To support the proposed design, in Section 3.6 a comprehensive set of experiments based on a working prototype deployed on the ORBIT testbed [86] is presented. Performance evaluation of the proposed NOVN architecture and the related scenarios including comparison with the overlay based solutions are described in the Section 3.7. Finally, in Section 3.8 a further discussion on the design choices and a comparison to related work is provided. Section 3.9 concludes the chapter.

### 3.2 Edge Cloud Requirements

In this section we discuss the requirements imposed by edge clouds on developing an architecture involving virtual network and advanced MEC services to interconnect and manage distributed resources. Starting from a review of existing virtualization techniques, we discuss the need for the introduction of in-network Layer 3 and service
virtualization.

Edge clouds are highly distributed architectures that require loosely coupled coordination mechanisms to operate. Resource allocation in edge clouds is more difficult than in a data center. This is due to the fact that edge clouds do not have the law-of-large-numbers advantage of a data center which aggregates requests from tens of thousands of users. Instead, they must deal with requests from smaller numbers of users characterized by significant randomness in both the spatial and temporal dimensions. Due to their physical presence in multiple network domains and the type of resources they deploy, the following requirements are identified in contrast to the ones usually presented by datacenter based clouds.

**Cross Domain Connectivity.** Management of distributed cloud resources becomes more complex when the edges extend across multiple domains. A key requirement for this scenario is to be able to synchronize resources to coordinate and communicate state potentially across multiple domains managed by different commercial entities such as network or service providers.

**Dynamic Re-Routing.** Due to the nature of IP addresses, any configuration change caused by failure or resource migration requires to reconfigure connectivity between edge computing resources. The new information has to be propagated across all the participating entities. This can – and often does – cause all ongoing traffic to be lost. This is due to packets not being able to carry the necessary information to self-correct temporary errors. Approaches to reduce this impact have been explored [87, 88], but require the creation of dedicated control channels to maintain persistent traffic flow.

**Support Cross-Layer Interactions.** Edge clouds require dealing with a mix of computing and networking resources with complex cross-layer interactions and considerable heterogeneity in both networking and computing metrics across the region of deployment. Conventional large datacenters have addressed this problem by requiring uniformity in the network fabric and using software-defined network (SDN) technologies to assign resources in a logically centralized manner. On the contrary, for a distributed architecture, a key requirement arises due to the need of dynamic allocation of cloud
processing requests across available edge computing and networking resources [89].

**Seamless Service Integration.** Edge clouds promise to support tighter close loop low latency applications which require a seamless integration of services with the network entities whose performance can be monitored, reported and enhanced. The key requirements therefore is to design mechanisms which can blend service state parameters into the network to create a fully virtualized end-to-end QoS-enabled system.

The mapping of these requirements to the corresponding architectural component of MEC is further discussed as follows.

### 3.2.1 Enabling QoS using Virtual Networks

Virtual Networks (VNs) have been proposed as a means of connecting resources across the Internet, supporting the illusion of a customized network with user-specified topology, security and performance characteristics matched to application requirements [90]. Depending on the purpose, different techniques have been applied at different layers of the networking stack in order to realize virtual networks. Cloud networks have been one of the main adopters of virtual networks, with VN techniques being used to abstract the distribution of physical and logical resources - e.g. applications, databases and more - within data centers, allowing for flexible management techniques [91, 92]. Thanks to the simplicity of the solution, together with new technologies like SDN, LAN based VNs allow for a powerful and efficient framework for coordinating resources within a data center.

While VLAN based solutions employed within data centers could be considered to solve this challenge, they cannot scale outside of a single domain. Existing solutions that can work across domains either only support point to point connectivity between remote cloud locations [93, 94] or are based on overlay solutions (e.g VINI [14]). Overlay VN solutions, while flexible, may incur high overhead and lack the visibility of underlying network layer performance parameters, limiting their utility in scenarios that might benefit from custom metrics and deeper cross layer optimization [95, 96].
Existing VN solutions can be roughly grouped into two categories: tag based virtualization at Layer 2 and overlay based Layer 7 solutions.

**Tag Based Virtualization.** Tag based approaches exploit flat unique identifiers placed at different layers of the network stack to uniquely identify packet flows. Examples of this are VLANs [12] and MPLS [13]. Cloud networks have been one of the main adopters of Layer 2 virtual networks, with VN techniques being used to abstract the distribution of physical and logical resources - e.g. applications, databases and more - within data centers, allowing for flexible management techniques. This approach is exemplified by NVP [91] (and similarly by FlowN [92]) that exploits it to implement a network management system, within an enterprise data center. The core issue with these solutions is the limited scope in which they can be applied, as the employed tags are limited in size and have validity only within a single network. For this reason they can solely be used to support single domain solutions.

**Overlay Networks.** Overlay networking approaches, e.g. VINI [14, 26], represent a flexible way for deploying experimental networks and protocols on top of the existing infrastructure. Through encapsulation of network packets on top of UDP packets and tunneling across participating nodes, they allow for the quickest solution to implement experimental protocols on top of the existing infrastructure. With this solution, flexibility and simplicity come at the cost of additional overhead. Moreover, residing at the application layer they lack visibility of the underlying network environment, not providing support for the aforementioned cross-layer interactions.

**The need for Layer 3 network virtualization**

Looking at the two available solutions, we identify three limitations: 1) Most virtualization techniques are limited to single domain scopes, e.g. a data center or an access network, 2) When extended to support larger networks, they either need full control of the network environment, or 3) they rely on overlay solutions that are expensive due to the generated overhead and lack any access to the underlying network environment.
The overall goal is to provide a solution that enables the exchange of information between the virtualized environment, the applications that run on top and the underlying network. This solution should offer service providers the ability to exploit network virtualization to enhance deployed solutions like edge clouds, where applications might benefit from affecting routing decisions based on custom metrics and cross layer optimization. From this analysis, we identify the network layer as the right level to host a Virtual Network design. Layer 3 is by definition where protocols are used to interconnect networks resources. Extending it to support virtualization provides the most natural solution to conveniently support interconnecting resources that span multiple networks. The next section defines how a VN can be integrated into the network layer.

3.2.2 Application Specific Routing

Building on top of the L3 virtual networking concept, attempts are made to enhance applications by allowing them to provide hints to the network to optimize routing decisions [95, 96, 97] by implementing a novel technique called Application Specific Routing (ASR). ASR offers applications a solution for pushing small snapshots of compute status data into the virtual routing fabric providing a control environment for distributed services on top of limited edge resources. For example, consider a mobile edge cloud scenario where the application goal is to connect mobile devices to the “best” edge cloud server: while in a normal networking environment “best” might correspond to the “nearest”, in heterogeneous environments, varying computing loads might require delivery to a lightly loaded cluster which is not necessarily the closest one in terms of network distance. Through ASR, the architecture can support advanced anycast delivery service allowing virtualized routers to consider application status and perform custom routing decisions.

3.2.3 QoS Control

Traditional QoS control mechanisms require complex packet sniffing and processing to manage network resources for achieving traffic prioritization and resource reservations.
The name-based network virtualization technique described in the next section simplifies the QoS control by mapping each virtual network to a unique identifier (Virtual Network Identifier – VNID) encapsulated in the packet header. Striping VNID from the packet header and querying a Name Resolution Server (NRS) for the VNID’s allowed traffic capacity provides a L3 in-network support for the scenarios such as shaping network traffic, limiting bandwidth for a VN, and ensuring QoS using the ASR metrics.

### 3.2.4 Network Slicing

With a network entity (NE) such as router allowed to be a part of multiple name-based virtual networks, network slicing is achieved by the statistical multiplexing of the resources while pushing the VNID to the resource mapping to the NRS during VN instantiation or dynamically, and run-time retrieval of the same by the NE involved in the VN. The prime advantage of this approach is that the resource provisioning and their chaining need not be done in advance. At each NE hop, both the resource metric and the next hop information is obtained from the NRS which thereby inherently handles scenarios such as node failure, link failure and traffic congestion without affecting the ongoing virtual network connection.

### 3.3 Named-Object Based Virtualization

Recognizing the need to provide a solution that offers the logical simplicity of L2 network virtualization while offering the flexibility to control traffic across network domains, this work presents NOVN [98], a virtual network solution that exploits the concept of named-objects [99] introduced in the MobilityFirst future Internet architecture [16] to realize a logically clean, easily deployable, virtual networking framework at Layer 3. NOVN tackles the control mechanism challenge by applying name indirection to create clean partitions across logical layers (Figure 3.1). First, physical network resources are mapped to globally unique names, eliminating the need of continually tracking routers addresses and possible configuration changes. A second layer of abstraction then maps network elements to the participants of the virtual network, creating a logical network
on top of the infrastructure.

![Diagram of NOVN layers of abstraction](image)

Figure 3.1: NOVN layers of abstraction.

For more than a decade, the research community has advocated the separation of names (identities) from network addresses [100, 101, 102, 103, 16]. Named-objects [99] are a powerful abstraction achieved through the use of a dynamic globally available Name Resolution Service (NRS) for mapping names to routable network entities. This separation has inherent benefits in handling mobility and dynamism for one-to-one communications. The general concept of named-objects can be extended to achieve considerable flexibility in creating a variety of new service abstractions [104] as shown in Figure 3.2. First, names can be used to represent many different Internet objects; for example, a cell-phone, a person, or a group of devices; the latter concept also applies in the context of network virtualization, as it provides the basis for NOVN’s solution of defining participation of network elements to the logical network. In this case, the named-object abstraction can be used to define entire VNs and store the corresponding topology directly into the NRS. The routers’ job is then simplified as they can support multiple virtual network policies simply by indexing their routing table to the Virtual Network Identifier (VNID) associated with a given network. This makes it possible to operate VNs without the need for any additional overlay protocols, creating the sense of VNs as an integral feature of the network protocol stack. The following sections provide the general concepts of how this process is defined.
3.3.1 NOVN General Design

NOVN addresses the fundamental issues of virtual network management and deployment support through the use of named-objects. Figure 3.3 lists for clarity the set of core design operations are at the base of the framework. To simplify the discussion, three basic assumptions are considered throughout this section: (1) the availability of a globally accessible NRS capable of storing mappings from names to list of values; (2) the ability to identify network classes based on a unique identifier (SID); and (3) the flexibility of accessing names and addresses as part of a network header to enable hybrid routing, similar in spirit to the one employed in the MobilityFirst architecture [16].

**Logical Definition of a VN through Naming.** NOVN simplifies the definition of the virtualized logical layer through information offloading to the NRS. This is done as a three step process: 1) first, a unique identifier is assigned to the VN and a mapping from
such name (VNID) to all participating resources is stored in the naming service (red box in the Figure); referenced resources are identified with a name that has meaning only within the limits of the VN logic - i.e. they are unique and not shared across different VN instances; this provides the dual function of simple access and distributed information recovery. 2) Each VN resource name, is then mapped into two values: a) the name identifying the resource the virtualized element is running on top and b) the list of its neighbors. 3) Finally, these identifiers are mapped into physical Network Addresses allowing for normal forwarding operations. Items 1 and 2 above define the higher abstraction level shown in Figure 3.1 and their mapping into the mid-layer, while item 3 provides the last translation to the bottom layer, that is, the physical infrastructure.

**Bootstrap Process & Management.** As the topology information is made available at a global scale through the NRS and can be dynamically retrieved from participating resources, the scope of what information is required to share at each layer of the network infrastructure is limited in comparison to other solutions, e.g. [14]. This allows two core issues to be handled separately: the local problem of mapping virtual to physical resources and the global problem of coordinating the virtualized logic across domains. The first one can be handled either in a network-by-network basis or by a centralized authority while the second one is offloaded to the NRS. To this end, the bootstrap process in NOVN is then limited to allocating on participating nodes instructions on how to retrieve the VN topology, i.e. the VN unique identifier used to query the NRS, and the information about the physical resources that are required. Similarly, management operations, e.g. migration, of resources can be handled through NRS offloading too, whereas local changes are reflected into the globally accessible service and dynamically resolved at forward time.

**Routing & Forwarding.** Providing full flexibility for different routing configurations, NOVN does not constrain VN users to employ specific routing protocols. Routing information is exchanged across nodes through control packets encapsulated accordingly
in order to reach participating nodes. Similarly, data forwarding happens on a hop-by-hop manner across routers of the virtual network. When a data chunk reaches one of these routers and a routing decision is taken, the chunk is encapsulated within an external network header that contains information to reach the next VN router (shown in Figure 3.3). At nodes not participating in the protocol, normal routing decisions are taken using the external network header. As names identify each hop, forwarding can happen independently from the physical network configuration.

### 3.3.2 An Embedded Virtualization Abstraction

Conventional network virtualization techniques suffer from the fundamental shortcomings of the underlying IP architecture and address structure, limiting their flexibility and increasing deployment complexity. Consider the case of overlay based solutions (e.g. VINI [14]) where virtual router interfaces are assigned private IP addresses and then mapped to public ones that can be used to tunnel packets across participating resources (Figure 3.4). Due to the nature of IP addresses, any configuration change due to failure or resource migration requires the tunnel to be reconfigured, the new information to be propagated across all the participating resources, causing the loss of all ongoing traffic. This is due to packets not being able to carry the necessary information to self-correct temporary errors. Approaches to reduce this impact have been explored [87], but require the creation of dedicated control channels to maintain persistent traffic flow.

*NOVN* solves this issues by creating clean partitions across logical layers, as previously shown in Figure 3.1. This is obtained by recursively mapping from VN dedicated names, to network elements names and finally to the physical addresses. These layers of abstraction are critical in allowing a separation of management issues. Consider, for example, the case of virtual router migration. In *NOVN*, the process is simplified by limiting the impact of the migration to remapping identifiers between the top two layers. Once the required migration process is defined, the entry mapping the VN element to the network element is re-written to the new location. If in-flight packets are forwarded during the transfer process, name indirection allows for fast recovery without
need of end-to-end retransmission, by resolving the delivery location through the NRS. Similarly, if a physical machine needs to be replaced due to failure or an address change is required, a new one can be instantiated and the state transferred.

One could argue that the employment of multiple layers of abstraction can introduce additional overhead due to the resolution costs of crossing the different logical layers through name resolution and due to the additional headers employed. The impact of these is alleviated though by the employment of two separate techniques: 1) While name resolution can become costly if performed for each forwarding decision, the action is not required as for the majority of the time the resources do not change; hence, information can be pre-cached on the participating routers and only once resources are notified of occurring changes they have to update their mappings by querying the NRS. 2) As tag switching and SDN techniques [105] have demonstrated, matching multiple fields in hardware is a feasible task and as software components take over, this becomes an even easier task. An empirical demonstration of the feasibility of the approach will be given as part of the prototype deployment presented in later sections.

3.3.3 Separating Local and Global Tasks

Managing resources in virtualized environments increases in complexity when extended to multiple domains. This is true for overlay approaches, where resources need to be
Figure 3.5: Separation of local and global scale problems through a distributed coordination plane.

coordinated and communicated potentially across multiple networks in order to synchronize, and it is mostly untreatable for tag based solutions that are usually optimized for small domains, e.g. a data center or an access network [91]. This is a consequence of the complexity of assigning coherent resources across multiple domains that can be managed by different commercial entities.

NOVN approaches the problem by creating a distinction between the local problem of assigning network and computing resources and the global problem of providing coordination mechanisms across domains. The NRS and the named-object abstraction are the key elements employed to offer ways for eliminating the complexity as they provide the infrastructure a way to offload the sharing of the virtualized topology and the mapping of the underlying elements. With this, network administrators can then separately focus on deploying techniques for optimizing the management of their infrastructure and the placement of the resources while relying on globally available mappings for coordinating with partnering networks.

Figure 3.5 outlines the resource allocation process when a hierarchical set of service coordinators is employed. In this example, each network domain exposes an interface that services deploying a multi-network VN can invoke to allocate resources that span across the participating networks. While this example employs the concept of a single service interface per network with a centralized controller for requesting and coordinate resources across networks, the same tools can enable more distributed mechanisms for allocating and deploying virtual networks.


3.3.4 Network State Exchange

Similar in spirit to previous attempts of providing full control of the deployed routing protocols on top of virtualized networks [14], NOVN has been designed to offer routing independent network abstractions. In other words, administrators of virtual networks can independently choose which routing protocols better suit their needs as long as they have ways of learning the underlying network conditions, e.g. virtual links costs. This latter problem could be approached in multiple ways: a) resorting to over the tops approaches where measurement tools are used to extract the information, as done in VINI [14]; b) by allowing routing information sharing across layers, through the use of APIs exposed by the underlying networking logic. The current NOVN design favors the second approach, acknowledging the increasing reliance of software based routing tools that can support APIs used by the virtual layers on top to extract link state information.

3.4 Name Resolution Service Impact on the Architecture Scalability

The named-object abstraction of NOVN relies upon the use of a Name Resolution Service (NRS). Therefore, the performance of the NRS becomes critical to achieve consistent performance. Multiple previous projects have demonstrated how different NRS designs [106, 107] achieve low resolution latency goals of less than 100ms on average for lookup operations. Moreover, additional studies demonstrate how to further reduce response time exploiting concepts such as caching and locality [108]. Commercial [101] and experimental [107] versions of such services are currently running and are available for use. This section provides an overview of the different implementation approaches and details how to handle consistency and scalability issues while relying on the NRS to deploy the NOVN architecture.

3.4.1 NRS Implementations

NRS designs can be classified as either hierarchical or flat based on their naming structure. For hierarchical namespaces, commercially proven implementations such as DNS
are available. Unfortunately, it has been demonstrated that DNS is not suitable as an NRS implementation in a highly mobile environment due to its static placement strategies inherently, e.g. time-to-live (TTL) based caching, limiting its effectiveness upon end-host mobility. This work relies on the use of a flat namespace for which there are several NRS implementations available in the literature. We select two designs as candidate implementations for NOVN.

**Auspice** [107]. Auspice’s logic uses a demand-aware replica placement engine to distribute GUID to NA records across available caches to provide low lookup latency, low update cost, and high availability by carefully choosing the number and locations of required replicas for each GUID as per the lookup and update request rates, the existing replicas for a GUID, and aggregate load at a replica. This geo-distributed engine is implemented as a logically centralized authority which tracks query demands using a recursively mapped key-value store. In Auspice, a GUID belongs to a number of replica-controllers (fixed) and active replicas (variable). The replica-controllers maintain information about active replicas such as their number and locations whereas the actives replicas maintain a GUID record and process a request. The placement algorithm is computed locally at each replica using lookup to update ratio of a GUID thus limiting the update cost. The replica location is chosen such that the lookup latency is minimal by selecting some replicas closer to the higher demand zones while others placed randomly for load balancing.

**DMAP [106] / GMAP [109].** In DMAP, name mappings to network addresses are distributed among participating Autonomous Systems (ASes) while also choosing a deputy As which has minimum IP distance to the current hash value of an IP address. DMAP routers apply K consistent hash functions (where K is the number of replicas desired) to map names to the gateway routers wherein they are stored. GMAP builds over DMAP by organizing the name to NA mappings hierarchically in three levels – local, regional, and global – to exploit spatial locality. Furthermore, the server lookups are load balanced using a concept of probabilistic caching, thus improving scalability over the baseline solution.
3.4.2 NRS Challenges

The implementation of a large scale database such as a Name Resolution Service creates challenges of information freshness as well as lookup delay that might compromise the requirements of the NOVN architecture. In the following section we describe how both architectures could be safely employed to deploy NOVN.

**Consistency.** Inconsistency may arise when a query reaches a cache that does not hold an up to date name/address mapping due to host mobility and late update, or incorrect prefix cache in a BGP table, thus incurring additional query response delay.

In Auspice [107], the consistency issue is handled using an explicit coordination mechanism between the consensus engines of the replica-controllers and active replicas, where each NRS node propagates information to a set of replica servers. In DMAP [106], consistency is quantified as the probability of BGP churn by varying the percentage of prefixes that are newly announced or withdrawn from 0 to 10%. If a GUID is not found at an AS, it replies with a "GUID missing" message and the querying node contacts another replica. The fragmentation of IP address space may lead to an unannounced IP as a hash causing the IP hole problem. To maintain consistency, the withdrawing AS sends a GUID insert message to the deputy AS while deleting its own entry. Later, the subsequent queries hit a IP hole and thus the deputy AS is queried to obtain the latest mapping. In case a query is not found at an AS, the querying AS sends a one-time migration message to the deputy to self-assign a mapping thus removing an inconsistency.

GMAP [109] further enhances DMAP’s consistency mechanisms by using a sequential scheme which piggybacks the server availability updates in the query replies along the request path. It is shown that for up to 5 replicas, there is only a 5% failure rate which shifts the median from 40.5ms to 41.3ms which is acceptable for consistency in NOVN as there are practically a very few origin changes for an AS prefix according to [110, 111].

**Scalability.** An increase in number of replicas improves NRS scalability but creates a consistency problem. In Auspice, the dynamic nature of its placement algorithm
maintains a balance between the cost and the performance. At lower loads, the lookup latency is minimized by selecting maximum number of replicas whereas at higher loads, only the popular GUIDs are replicated at multiple locations thus keeping cost under control without sacrificing performance a lot, making the solution scalable.

In DMAP the balance between consistency and scalability is provided by (a) using a single overlay-hop path to a storage location and (b) not adding a table maintaining traffic unlike other DHT implementations. The query response time evaluation of $10^5$ name insertions and $10^6$ queries shows that with $K=5$, 95% of the queries complete within 86ms which is reasonable for a large scale system. The query response delay in DMAP is low because the updates do not introduce additional delays, and a name/address mapping is stored at multiple locations which can be queried by a node from a location closest to the itself. GMap provides scalability at the cost of not maintaining per-GUID state at all the servers, and keeping the cache size low for popular GUIDs. As even commercially available VN techniques [112] introduce a delay in the order of $\sim 150$-200ms when using 3–4 network hops —almost twice as compared to the delay value of less than 100ms achieved by DMAP— we argue that these implementations are acceptable for NOVN.

### 3.5 Advanced MEC Techniques

The increasing softwarization of the network infrastructure, enabled by the advancements in computing power and virtualization techniques, has facilitated the support of new applications and services inside the network. Among different opportunities, network vendors and researchers have looked at solutions that explore how to better integrate inputs from the application logic to optimize network functionality [95, 96, 113, 97]. While this is a useful direction, more general solutions capable of extending beyond the limits of single networks are still lacking. Such working solutions would highly benefit distributed service scenarios, where advanced control mechanisms are required. In this section, techniques to efficiently utilize the named-object based virtualization in the MEC architecture are described.
Figure 3.6: Application Specific Routing as an advanced routing service for the edge cloud use cases

3.5.1 Application Specific Routing

MEC architecture using NOVN is extended to support advanced routing through a technique called Application Specific Routing (ASR). ASR defines a mechanism aimed at exploiting a comprehensive set of information from both network and application layers to enable custom delivery mechanisms, giving service providers the flexibility to incorporate parameters which allow for utilizing information above the network layer for routing decisions. Consider, for example, the case of a service deployed at multiple locations across different domains: application state could be exploited to implement advanced anycast delivery based on network metrics and service load at the end points.

Two key technology components are required and introduced into the NOVN framework to support ASR: (1) the ability to aggregate multiple service instances under a single name, a natural extension of the named-object abstraction. (2) the ability to make application nodes participate in the routing protocol by sharing their application state. NOVN supports the first one by offloading the list of participant locations under a single name into the name resolution service and the second one by allowing custom routing protocols to be deployed on top of any underlying infrastructure and integrating end point APIs to push application state into the VN.

For edge clouds to scale well and deploy easily, it is necessary to develop a robust and self-organizing distributed architecture analogous to the way in which inter-domain protocols in the Internet enable networks to cooperate on routing while retaining some measure of local policy control. Of course, the distributed algorithm design problem
for edge clouds is a more difficult one because we are dealing with a mix of computing and networking resources with complex cross-layer interactions and considerable heterogeneity in both networking and computing metrics across the region of deployment.

ASR supports edge cloud solutions through the support of advanced cross-layer routing mechanisms. Consider for example the scenario depicted in Figure 3.6, where a collection of servers offer a service to its clients. NOVN and ASR provide the base to deploy such distributed tools by: a) allowing push of state to participating nodes and b) make use of the named-object abstraction to support advanced anycast delivery to service instances based on both network and application metrics (Figure 3.6). At branching locations, routers can then take informed decisions. For example, Figure 3.6 shows a decision space scenario where given thresholds define different states that can influence how routing decision. While the effectiveness of the ASR approach has been proposed in our previous work in the context of cyber physical systems [114], coupling NOVN with ASR can support a low latency and scalable solution for any service that would benefit of the locality of edge clouds.

### 3.5.2 Quality of Service Control

Maintaining QoS is a key requirement in the MEC architecture specifically to support low-latency applications. General QoS control mechanisms favor class-based approach where each traffic flow is assigned a QoS class identifier (QCI) to tackle issues such as admission control, queue management, and limiting bandwidth. The QCI value is pre-configured and cannot be adjusted dynamically during the run-time therefore lack required flexibility in the QoS control. Edge clouds are often co-located with the existing network equipment and often have limited computation and storage. For this reason, they are solely capable of hosting a limited amount of applications at any point in time, requiring service orchestrators to engage in dynamic traffic management. NOVN maps the VNID to its control parameter by querying NRS at the run-time, thereby providing a per-flow as well as per chuck based fine-grain QoS control. Figure 3.7 illustrates a traffic shaping example using NOVN. A service ID (SID) can be classified either as a part of virtual network or as a best effort traffic at the router during run-time. The
VN forwarding engine queries the NRS service plane for the traffic rate information for the VNID and thus achieves the traffic shaping function inherently.

### 3.5.3 Network Slicing

In a multi-provider network scenario, to support a variety of services, network slicing allows statistical multiplexing of the available resources. NOVN allows a virtual router to be a part of multiple virtual networks thus enabling network slicing implicitly. The resource provisioning to each of the network slice is similar in spirit to the QoS control mechanism described above. Figure 3.8 illustrates as example of two network slices with a common virtual router (VR1). The VNID header lookup at the NRS provides the information about the participating virtual routers. Finally, each of the VN traffic is handled according to its own QoS policy thereby ensuring a cleaner approach to a sliced network.
3.6 Prototype and Experiment Set-up

In order to understand the achievable performance and feasibility of the proposed NOVN architecture and its associated advanced techniques, a fully working prototype of the framework has been implemented. The NOVN prototype uses as its foundation the MobilityFirst (MF) future Internet architecture [16] prototype [85]. The MF architecture is an example of how the named-object abstraction could be integrated into an Internet network design and for this reason provides the perfect environment to natively deploy the features at the base of NOVN. At the core of the architecture is a new name-based service layer which serves as the “narrow waist” of the protocol stack. The name-based service layer uses flat Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs) of 160 bits to identify all principals or network-attached objects. Names are resolved through a Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS) that provides APIs to insert and query for <key,value> mappings and support hybrid routing schemes [115] that exploit availability of both names and addresses in the network header for dynamic resolution of destination locations. A Service Identifier (SID) flag placed in network header allows network components to be aware of different service types in order to apply different forwarding modes.

The main components of the architecture prototype are three: a Java based GNRS that uses DMap’s [106] DHT based implementation to distribute mapping entries, a software router implementing MF’s hybrid name/address routing logic and a host guid based API and network stack [104] to run applications on the architecture; while the complexity of the individual components of the prototype is not irrelevant, due to space constraints this work solely focus on the components that have been extended to support NOVN’s design, referring to previous work [85]. The open access code repository and code wiki are also fully available for more details [116].

3.6.1 Core Prototype Components

Routers. The software router is implemented as a set of forwarding elements and table objects within the Click modular router [84] run at user-level. As a baseline, the
router implements dynamic-binding using GNRS, hop-by-hop reliable transport using a HOP [117] inspired protocol (by aggregation and segmentation of large chunks of data), and storage-aware routing [115]. It integrates a large storage, via an in-memory **hold buffer**, to temporarily hold data blocks for destination endpoints during short-lived disconnections or poor access connections. A particular instance of this system, implements what we call an MF access router, a router providing access connectivity to clients.

The base router has been extended to introduce the NOVN logic (Figure 3.9). Multiplexing across different delivery services is handled via the Service ID (SID) tag available in the MF routing header (Srv Class). Encapsulation of the NOVN required headers has been implemented exploiting extension fields in the MF network layer.

When traversing a non-VN enabled router, the SID is not recognized and the data is forwarded based on normal unicast rules. Once packets enter the VN logic layer, the router checks whether a) the packet is intended for itself (destination GUID) and b) if the VN belongs to the ones currently active; the simple field base matching exploits VN native concepts as explained in section 3.3.2 allowing for a performant decision logic, as shown in the results of the next Section. VN tables (Routing/Forwarding/ASR) are stored and quickly retrieved via a Hash Map, guaranteeing high performance; when invoked, the routing logic (and if deployed, the ASR one) can access the information and take fast decisions.
The control plane (not shown in the picture) is handled in similar fashion: the current design implements a Link State like Protocol (LSP), to exchange routing information between routing instances; routers periodically generate and distribute the aggregated cost view of each virtualized link to neighbors that, following the logic of the protocol, store and forward the information. Path costs are extracted from the underlying unicast routing tables (Rtn Tables) via APIs. Initialization of the logic for a given VN can be done via two different methods: either statically within the click configuration files using as inject point or based on a managing protocol exposed via the Click software control interface.

Finally, the routers have been enabled with interchangeable Interface classes that can adapt to different networking environments, supporting different deployment scenarios; these include: a) native support of the MF protocols on top of a L2 network and overlay support both on top of b) barebone IP network or c) a full overlay solution on top of UDP.

Clients. In similar fashion, the baseline client network stack and API [104] have been extended to support NOVN operations including: a) exposure of the required API options during socket initialization (i.e. open) to b) instantiate resources in the network stack and c) encapsulation of messages as required by the protocol.

3.6.2 Extended Implementation for the Advanced Services

The core NOVN prototype is further extended to support QoS control and network slicing by introducing a VNID based mapping technique. An MF chuck consists of number of packets. As shown in the Figure 3.10, resource management is achieved by marking the incoming packets in a chunk and then classifying them according to their VNIDs. The classified chunks are stored into a buffer which are pulled by a bandwidth shaper at a specified rate before aggregating them back as a chunk and sending at the output port. This simple VNID based classification and shaping technique enables NOVN with the resource provisioning and traffic shaping, and therefore aids in the network slicing.
3.6.3 Overlay based VN Implementation

For performance evaluation and comparison purposes, we implement an overlay based virtual network as follows. We integrate OpenVPN [118] based tunnels on top of a barebone IP router implementation using Click [84]. Tunnels connecting nodes are set-up between each pair of virtual routers (VR). Upon transmission, data is encrypted, encapsulated and tunneled to the neighboring virtual router. An encapsulation table maps an UDP tunnel to the public IP of the adjacent router at the overlay virtual router. An OSPF-like (Open Shortest Path First) protocol is used for routing at the IP layer. Predefined virtual paths are set using the aforementioned tunnels between virtual routers. Finally, the VN packet is implemented in click with the following fields: virtual source IP, virtual destination IP, transport identifier (UDP), OpenVPN header, source IP, destination IP and the payload.

The named-object based VN is evaluated by running an additional Name Resolution Service, which for simplicity we deploy using a single server. The network topology information consisting physical router connectivity, physical to virtual router mapping, and participating VN and service identifier, is disseminated at all the routers before the network bootstrap. A named-object VN packet has the following fields: source NA, destination NA, service ID, source GUID, destination GUID, VNID, source VGUID, destination VGUID and the payload, as described in the previous sections. Each virtual router is mapped to its physical router’s GUID whose network address is queried from the NRS during run-time.
3.7 Performance Evaluation

A combination of routers and clients have been deployed on the ORBIT testbed [86]. On the testbed, all nodes are interconnected via 1 Gbit Ethernet switches, creating a single L2 network. Selecting 19 nodes, different networks have been deployed for the different use cases analyzed. As the testbed provides a single L2 network, a logical split has been implemented within the click routers to enforce the topology. We present the following evaluation results: (a) a set of micro-benchmark experiments aimed at demonstrating the baseline computation overhead of our VN implementation against the baseline MF prototype, (b) an analysis of how to achieve network slicing in which different VNs can co-exist on the deployed network, (c) results on the traffic shaping to achieve QoS control, (d) an ASR edge cloud use case deployment scenario, and (e) a comparative analysis of NOVN with the traditional VN deployed as an overlay network on top of the current Internet architecture.

3.7.1 NOVN Performance Benchmarks

In order to understand the basic overhead introduced by running the virtual network logic on top of the baseline prototype, two sets of benchmarks are performed: first, a latency evaluation using a ping-like application that collects RTTs for a small (64B) and a large (1MB) chunks size; second, using a port of iperf that uses the new API and stack to transmit data, achievable bandwidth is estimated. For both scenarios the network shown in Figure 3.11 is used, but traffic generation is limited to VN-2 (blue color).

Latency and Throughput: Total values reported in Table 3.1 account for the sum of three time components: 1) the processing time of the software router (including potentially the VN logic); 2) the queries to the NRS (2ms RTT from the routers to the NRS with query results cached on the routers for 30 seconds); and 3) the HOP like protocol which requires the transmission of initial and final control packets for each chunk to provide a reliable transmission on a hop-by-hop basis. For this experiment, RTTs for the smaller chunk size do suffer some small increase in the NOVN case due to the overhead
Figure 3.11: Network topology used for benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>RTT without NOVN</th>
<th>RTT with NOVN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64 B</td>
<td>7.6 ms</td>
<td>8.8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MB</td>
<td>128.1 ms</td>
<td>128.1 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput without NOVN</th>
<th>Throughput with NOVN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64 B</td>
<td>14 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MB</td>
<td>916 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>903 mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Latency and throughput NOVN Benchmarks

generated by the processing of the added logic and the additional queries to the NRS (to resolve the higher layer mappings). The effect of the NRS queries is limited though, as they are averaged over the number of total collected samples (1000, one every second), even considering that a 30s cache is quite conservative, especially for VN like scenarios where changes are unlikely to happen in the order of seconds. The bigger size is less impacted by the additional overhead. The performance impact of NOVN’s overhead on the achievable throughput is also minimally noticeable, but with increasing chunk size the effect is proportionally minimized. For this metric, the impact of the queries to the NRS is a lesser factor (at 1MB, \( \sim113 \) chunks per second are transmitted and only one time every 30s or \( \sim3400 \) chunks the NRS is queried). The decrease in throughput has then to be attributed to the additional header and processing overhead caused by the VN logic. Even though these do factor for a decrease in performance, this is small enough that the evaluated scenario does not causes concern for the effectiveness of the design.
3.7.2 QoS Control

A big advantage inherent to the NOVN design is the possibility of performing multiplexing across different VNs by natively switching traffic based on a single header field, i.e. the VNID. To test the overhead and functionality of the VN switching mechanisms in the prototype, three VNs have been deployed on the network shown in Figure 3.11. Best effort and managed traffic scenarios are evaluated without and with the QoS control mechanisms.

**Multi VN Co-existence:** Each traffic source (nodes on the left side), generates traffic at 100 Mbps. Figure 3.12 shows the results after running a five minutes experiment without employing traffic shaping. While initial competition on the wire, causes some overshooting of the goal throughput, the traffic stabilizes shortly after and it is maintained until the experiment is completed (at around 300s). The overshooting is introduced by the chunk base nature of the protocols implemented, where a sudden arrival of large chunks (1MB) requires time to adjust.

**Managed Traffic Network Slicing:** Using the topology described in Figure 3.11, traffic is generated at the rate of 100 Mbps at all three sources and managed in-network using the traffic shaper. VNID to allowed traffic rate mapping information is updated at the start of the experiment and dynamically retrieved during the run-time by querying NRS. As shown in Figure 3.13, each of the red, blue and green VNs pushed traffic up to their allowed limits of 0.5, 10 and 20 Mbps respectively. Similar to our previous observation, while the initial competition on the wire shoots up the traffic, due to the
rate limiting implementation in the traffic shaper, all three VN’s traffic stabilizes to reach up to their allowed capacity.

3.7.3 ASR Use Case

To exemplify the implementation of the ASR concept, a closed-loop (round-trip) application has been deployed on the network pictured in Figure 3.14, where clients send requests of 10KB each in size to a set of two servers representing a cloud service. ASR is deployed to consider in its forwarding decisions both network metrics used in the normal routing scheme (latency and delay) and the servers load. Cloud servers loads are emulated by adding emulated delays before sending responses of 10KB back to the client. Server-1 has dynamic load chosen uniformly every 30 seconds from the set of values 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, representing linearly increasing delays of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ms. Server-2 is statically configured to always select parameter 0.4. A 20 ms extra RTT has been added in the path to the bottom server by using tc to emulate different path distance between the servers. Servers announce their load via the ASR protocol every 2 seconds. Figure 3.14 shows the performance obtained, representing the taken decisions by the ASR logic; at the bifurcation, requests are forwarded based on a simple threshold logic, where potential destinations are divided into a decision space in which different regions have higher priority: if there are servers with load lower than 0.5, choose the one with the best path; otherwise simply choose the best path. This guarantees for the experiment setup that all requests are sent to a router with load lower than 0.5 capping response time to ∼70ms.
This setup has then be extended to represent a more realistic scenario as shown in Figure 3.15. In this case, three clients are deployed, connecting to three networks each equipped with a local service instance. Crossing border routers introduce a 5ms delay each way, replicating the cost of traversing across domains. The server loads are dynamic with the same parameters. Each case has been run for one hour and collected results show how the combination of NOVN and ASR impact the service response time. Figure 3.16 shows the obtained results. The following should be observed: 1) up to \( \sim 50\text{ms} \), the difference between the two lines should be recollected to the local servers’ load variations over time (i.e. if the load is below 50%, the local server is chosen) and should converge over a longer time; 2) the ASR impact is very noticeable above such threshold, where 90% of requests are serviced in less than 68ms, a more than 30% improvement from the baseline case (where the local server is always selected).

The NOVN framework, as described in Section 3.3, provides a clean way to define
a virtual network topology through the use of the named-object abstraction. While using this technique it is possible to achieve the purpose of providing the high level mechanisms that characterize the system, additional details are required to provide a better sense of how NOVN can fully overcome the issues presented and how it could be deployed on top of the current TCP/IP Internet architecture.

3.7.4 Comparing NOVN with Overlay VN Solution

Overlay based virtual networking approaches rely upon complex packet processing at the router and the setting flags to carry extra information such as fragmentation. These approaches increase the round trip time (RTT) of a packet in the network and lowers data throughput, but may also fail the integrity of a tunneled packet for a larger size due to fragmentation flag set. This is generally avoided using a no fragmentation flag which causes loss of packets which are bigger than the MTU. Furthermore, overlay based solutions rely upon tunnels which are set up a priori. In case of a run-time failure, the tunnel needs to be set up again.

During link failures, overlay virtual networks lose packets until the link becomes active again or the route converges, incurring packet loss and lowering system throughput. In case of short duration link failures, the route converges to the same path and therefore the packet loss is directly proportional to the duration of the failed link. For the permanent link failures (equivalently, long duration link failures), the route converges to a different path and therefore the packet loss is proportional to the sum of losses
due to timer expiration and route convergence time. Due to the slow start behavior of TCP, it is time expensive to create new tunnels in case of route change impacting throughput and delay.

In the embedded NOVN approach, network addresses are dynamically retrieved using a logically centralized geographically distributed NRS. The route is therefore resolved at the run-time by querying NRS which strictly decouples network functions from the hardware functions, shifting focus from complex packet processing to a simple packet forwarding. This also alleviates network configuration issues as assigning a GUID to a node is as simple as declaring a variable.

**VN comparison experimental set-up** We deploy both, the overlay as well as named-object based VN architectures described in the Section 3.6.3 on a small network on ORBIT as shown in the Figure 3.17. Seven routers form the core network and are connected via the Ethernet with 900 Mbps bandwidth. A simple ping application is run from the client to the server with different packet size to compare both the approaches in terms of protocol data plane overhead and recovery time from link failure.

**Latency comparison.** The round-trip delays associated with the data traversed across the network capture the encryption, tunneling, encapsulation and any other packet processing; therefore, the RTT can be approximated as protocol overhead for the architecture comparison. Table 3.2 shows round trip times (RTTs) obtained for different packets sizes for overlay and NOVN. The ping latency is averaged over a large number of pings (>1000). We notice that NOVN experiences increased latency compared to
the results obtained by the overlay network. We attribute the added latency to the periodic NRS queries in case of NOVN whereas overlay network is pre-configured and the only overhead it experiences is in replacing headers. Moreover, the MF based solution uses 160 bits long names for objects identification, a large increase in headers overhead compared to the other solution. Even considering these elements, NOVN still achieves close performance results compared to the overlay network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Size</th>
<th>Overlay (RTT in ms)</th>
<th>NOVN (RTT in ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64 B</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 B</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 KB</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 KB</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 KB</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 KB</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 KB</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Overhead comparison.

**Link Failure.** We emulate link failures by introducing packet loss at the link between the routers R6 and R7. We analyse two cases: (i) 100ms (short term failure) and (ii) 100s (long term failure), using the RandomSample element in click router, sampling packets at the loss rate 1 for the specified duration. For the first case, neither of the approaches had enough time to react to the failure and converging to a new path; both cases simply recover once the link is re-established. Packet loss observed in the overlay case is $MTTR\times rate$ while for NOVN there is no loss due to store and forward capability of the router inherited from the MF architecture. In the 100s case, the overlay approach has to wait for the routing protocol to re-converge to a new path and set-up new VPN tunnels before a client can get ping responses back from the destination. In contrast, NOVN reacts much faster as the next node’s network address is dynamically resolved by querying the NRS. Figure 3.18 compares the effect of link failure for both the cases. The server transmission rate is a ping response to the ten 64 B packet ping requests sent by the client shown in Figure 3.17. The failure is introduced at time t=35 seconds. NOVN recovers in about 1 second without losing any packets due to its in-network store and forward scheme. Overlay VN loses the packets equivalent to the
mean time to recover (MTTR) which is more than 5 seconds in this case.

3.8 Discussion and Related Work

Inter-Domain Peering Agreements. Inter-domain connections might require additional coordination across parties involved if no overlay solution is implemented. For this, it is arguable that the increasing reliance of ISPs on point to point agreements via Remote Peering [120] and private interconnections over IXP locations via VLANs [12] would well serve this type of architecture. Both techniques rely on the use of tag based forwarding, e.g. long distance MPLS for the first, to interconnect networks, providing a suitable environment to map higher level VNs defined in NOVN to these channels.

Related work. NOVN takes inspiration from within two broad categories of works: 1) virtual network designs and management techniques and 2) software based solutions to enhance services on networks. Most recent VN designs in general span from overlay solutions [14, 121] to lower layer integrations using tag switching [91, 92]. NOVN differs from all these works by offering a native network-layer solution based on separating names identifying VN resources from the underlying infrastructure. No other work has looked at this type of generalization, providing capabilities that can extend across multiple domains.
ASR takes inspiration from the broad variety of software enhanced solutions aimed at allowing greater control and interaction to application and services populating networks. SDN [105] and its extensions [97] have provided contributions to this research area, but have been limited their scope to single domains. Active networks [122] had also been proposed as an extreme solution to the problem, allowing packets to carry instructions interpreted by the network fabric. Multi-domain approaches have mostly focused on single specific issues, such as anycast delivery or path selection to distributed services [95, 96]. Similar to ASR, Internet standardization organizations have also introduce overlay approaches for custom routing [102]. ASR in NOVN differs from previous work by providing a distributed and integrated solution for deploying both advanced network control and allowing applications to influence network layer decisions. Lastly, NOVN, through the employed named-object abstraction, belongs to the categories of Information Centric Networking [123, 124, 16] and name separation [100, 101] works.

3.9 Summary

This chapter presents NOVN, a novel network virtualization architecture aimed at providing a clean and logically simple solution for deploying virtual networks. Exploiting the named-object abstraction, NOVN provides a solution that offers the logical simplicity of L2 network virtualization which augmented with the advanced mobile edge cloud (MEC) techniques such as application specific routing, network slicing and QoS control, achieves a high degree of flexibility in creating customized topologies and routing of traffic in an application-aware manner. Results based on a working prototype deployed on the ORBIT testbed demonstrate that the new framework provides an efficient realization for defining and managing virtual networks without compromising performance or incurring excessive control overhead. Performance evaluation of various MEC scenarios are presented and the solution is compared with the overlay based virtual networks. Results show that NOVN provides faster path recovery and incurs no packet loss during link failure. The ASR improves the latency performance by 30% as compared to the baseline approach for a 90 percentile response time at 68 ms.
Chapter 4

Service Migration in MEC

Achieving low-latency services in the edge clouds face challenges of resource assignment and load balancing due to variability of user location (mobility), server load and network state. Dynamic resource migration techniques are considered necessary to achieve load balance, fault tolerance and system maintenance objectives. Container migration is emerging as a potential solution that enables dynamic resource migration in virtualized networks and mobile edge cloud (MEC) systems. This chapter proposes a traffic aware container migration approach and validates it with an end-to-end system implementation using a pure container hypervisor called LXD (Linux Container Hypervisor). The container migration model is then evaluated for real-time applications such as license plate recognition running in a mobile edge cloud scenario based on city-scale mobility traces from taxicabs in San Francisco. The system evaluation considers key metrics associated with application quality-of-experience (QoE) and network efficiency such as the average system response time and the migration cost for different combinations of load, compute resources, inter-edge cloud bandwidth, network and user latency. A specific compute resource and network-aware distributed resource migration algorithm called ”ShareOn” is proposed and compared with alternative techniques using the San Francisco MEC model.

4.1 Introduction

Emerging cloud-assisted mobile applications – Augmented/Virtual Reality (AR/VR) involve intensive computation with real-time response constraints. Mobile edge computing (MEC)[41, 82] is currently under active consideration as a promising approach which supports low-latency applications by bringing compute, network and storage close
to the user. Edge cloud is generally deployed with limited compute resources to target local users. MEC is a distributed computing infrastructure that must respond to factors such as user mobility, fluctuating load, variability in network performance/congestion, and resource heterogeneity. Thus, maintaining user quality-of-experience (QoE) via distributed coordination between local edge cloud clusters is a challenge.

User QoE can be maintained in the MECs using a number of distinct mechanisms[74, 125, 126]. These include the use of either centralized or distributed resource assignment schemes which allocate computing servers to mobile user requests at nearby servers with available compute capacity. Resource virtualization (VM’s and virtual networks) can also be used to partition and control resource use between multiple competing applications or users [127]. It is also possible to employ GPU’s and/or parallelize computing resources across the network to accelerate the computation[128] or predict the network traffic [129]. Further, mobile user performance can be dynamically optimized via container migration in which the cloud process is moved from one computing node to another in response to mobility events and to load balance across the network. Container migration to be addressed in this work implies moving a virtual machine (VM) or a container from one edge cloud to the other[130]. Virtualization based on containers allows users to run an application and its dependencies in an Operating System with flexible resource allocation, easy scaling and improved efficiency[131, 132]. Containers are gaining momentum due to their light running and deployment overhead, smaller start and stop time, size, and higher network bandwidth as compared to VMs[133, 134].

Container (LXD)[135]/Docker[136]) and VM migration are implemented in [137, 138]. In [139, 140], migration algorithms have been designed based on a limited set of parameters e.g. distance between edge cloud and user. Existing literature either studies VM or implements container migration without explicitly taking the container specific parameters e.g. dynamic resource allocation (available processing speed, RAM and bandwidth) and size, into account. The migration cost of a heterogeneous system is a complex combination of local, remote and network resources. System load, available processing resource and inter-node bandwidth affect the total migration time. Furthermore, considering above mentioned parameters to simulate container migration to test
feasibility in a city-scale scenario is still unexplored.

This work aims to develop a more general approach to container migration and to validate the proposed methods via simulation of a realistic MEC scenario. Thus, we propose ShareOn*, a traffic-aware container migration algorithm using LXD and CRIU (Checkpoint Restore in Userspace)[141]. An end-to-end migration framework running real-time application has been deployed to analyze the impact of resource allocation, latency, bandwidth, size and migration time. A simulation model is also set up in which the containers are hosted in an edge cloud network running an automated license plate recognition (alpr [142]) application. Real traces from taxicabs in San Francisco [143] are used to model user mobility. Scalability of the system with respect to increasing traffic load is investigated using the above mentioned city-scale MEC model.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 highlights the need of container migration in MEC. Section 4.3 describes the container migration system with specific details on the migration flow and the emulation set-up. Section 4.4 introduces the simulation model and its parameters. Simulation scenarios and analytics are detailed in Section 4.5. Results are discussed in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 provides a use case of container migration in the advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), and Section 4.8 provides a summary of the chapter.

4.2 MEC and Container Migration

The architecture of MEC is based on three layers of computing, the first at the mobile client, the second at a local network attached edge cloud, and the third at a centralized data center/cloud in the core of the network. As shown in Fig. 4.1, this architecture offers the advantage of low latency response to real-time applications which cannot tolerate a typical edge-to-core round trip delay that typically exceeds \( \sim 100 \) ms.

With the help of flexible resource provisioning and sharing among neighboring edge cloud nodes, MEC can meet the unpredictable traffic demands and quickly scale the network due to its multitenancy feature. Further, in order to reduce the application

---

*The work on ShareOn was done in collaboration with Shalini Choudhury.
4.3 Container Migration System

4.3.1 Flow Diagram

We start with an outline of the software stack at each MEC computing node. The migration process has two entities, a source, which is the host that initially has the container, and a sink, the container receiver. The prepare phase is succeeded by iterative pre-copy, freeze, state-copy, unfreeze and post-copy phases. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the
distributed process flow by placing control and decision logic at each of the node. The resource tracker and controller at the source node assess the network and neighboring node resources. The migration decider determines best destination node while the controller initiates the selected container migration.

4.3.2 System Details

Our set-up is deployed at the SB9 (sandbox9) in the ORBIT[86] testbed (Fig. 4.3) which enables a software based emulation. We use SSH tunneling to connect to the edge cloud nodes. The core of LXD is a privileged daemon, which provides a REST API over a local UNIX socket and the network. Container orchestrated with Shell and Python scripts, allows us to run alpr remotely and to emulate users. CRIU does container checkpoint and restore on the host as a snapshot.

Container Creation: The primary sockets used in container migration are: control stream, CRIU images/mig/ stream and filesystem stream. LXD supports creating/managing bridges, IPv4 address, NAT (Network Address Translation) and DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) range. Hence, before setting up the container we set-up LXD
for storage and networking needs e.g. daemon settings, storage pools, network devices and profiles. Hostname is pre-added to the LXD group and the LXD tools are pre-installed to the destination edge with valid keys.

**Migration Phases:** There are three phases of migration: decision, initiation and completion. During the decision phase, a node accumulates resource, network, and application QoS information. A low overhead control plane protocol is used to exchange both routing and computing state information between edge cloud clusters in the region. Upon selecting the container to be migrated, neighboring edge clouds are queried using an extended inter-domain protocol such as EIR (edge-aware interdomain routing)[145] which has the above mentioned features. The neighboring nodes then respond with their utilization level: high, medium or low. A suitable destination node is chosen and the migration is initiated. Container state is then copied and traffic switched. On migration completion, the source node discards the old container states.

**Application Details:** The alpr is used to detect license plates of cars. The frames are obtained from the UE (User Equipment) video stream. After processing these frames in a container, the output is possible plate numbers with the set confidence level. The application phases include detection, binarization, char analysis, plate edges, character segmentation, OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and post processing.
4.3.3 Assessing Migration Cost

We developed an experiment to measure migration cost parameters: pre-copy, migration, and post-copy time, with respect to machine type, network bandwidth and container size for alpr. In order to assess migration requirement and cost, different size containers (0.6-4.6GB) are exchanged between two similar test nodes by varying the processing speed. Fig. 4.4 shows the total migration time ($tmt$) which includes pre-copy, migration and post-copy time. The migration time for fixed sized containers and given inter-edge bandwidth remains same. The pre-copy and post-copy time are inversely proportional to the processing speed since it is also shared by the containers for the application specific computations.

4.4 Modeling Container Migration

We escalate the emulation set-up to carry out a large scale simulation model for a continuous container migration approach. To evaluate the efficiency of our work we choose San Francisco city as the geographical location with nine nodes spaced out across the city to deploy the edge cloud network as shown in Fig. 4.5. Real SFO taxicab traces are used from the heavy traffic routes across this location.
4.4.1 Simulation Parameters

The parameters used in simulation are described below.

- Page dirty rate ($r_{pd}$): Memory pages modified per second
- Page size ($s_{page}$): Default size of a memory size
- Processing speed ($s_p$): Processor speed in GIPS
- RAM ($m$): Random access memory in GB
- Inter-edge bandwidth ($b_i$): BW between two edge nodes
- Network latency ($t_n$): User to edge cloud network delay
- Queuing latency ($t_q$): The wait time of request at an edge cloud node
- Processing latency ($t_p$): Computation delay at a node
- Control latency ($t_c$): Control plane delay between nodes
- Total response time ($t_{total}$): Sum of $t_n$, $t_q$ and $t_p$
- Edge cloud load (load): Current load at an edge node
- Container size ($s_{con}$)
• Containers-up \((k)\): No. of running containers at a node

• Total migration time \((tmt)\): Sum of pre-copy, migration and post-copy time

### 4.4.2 Migration Cost

For a given container to be migrated, the cost is a function of pre-copy time, post-copy time and migration time. Therefore, the total migration cost is defined as follows:

\[
C_m = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{(k_{in,j} + k_{out,j}) \cdot r_{pd,j} \cdot s_{page,j}}{s_{p,j} \cdot (1 - load_j)} \right] + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{l=1(l\neq j)}^{N} \left[ \frac{k_{in,j,l} \cdot r_{pd,j} \cdot s_{page,j}}{b_{i,j,l}} \right] \tag{4.1}
\]

In the Eq. 4.1, the first part denotes the compute time and the second part estimates the migration time due to inter-edge bandwidth, where \(N\) is the number of edge cloud nodes, and \(k_{in}\) and \(k_{out}\) are the number of incoming and outgoing containers from the given node respectively. The objective is to minimize system migration cost as well as average latency (application). In a continuous migration process, multiple container migration time overlaps which can be optimized by minimizing the time of maximum cost migration as follows:

\[
\min \left[ \max \left\{ \frac{(k_{in,j} + k_{out,j}) \cdot s_{page,j} \cdot r_{pd,j}}{s_{p,j} \cdot (1 - load_j)} + \sum_{l=1(l\neq j)}^{N} \frac{k_{in,j,l} \cdot s_{page,j} \cdot r_{pd,j}}{b_{i,j,l}} \right\} \right], \forall j \in [1, N] \tag{4.2}
\]

### 4.4.3 ShareOn: Migration Decision Algorithm

Migration is a two way process. First, the source node selects containers based upon their resource usage and application performance. Second, the source node determines best available destination node based upon its utilization region, estimated application performance and the available inter-edge bandwidth. The utilization region, \(util\), captures the node specific parameters such as load, available CPU and RAM. Estimating application performance at the destination node is challenging because of network variability, fluctuating node utilization and the application type. Also, the number of
Algorithm 1: Container Pre-selection for Migration

**Input:** $k, t_{th}, t_{total}$

**Output:** Pre-selected containers

1. for cont $\in$ EdgeNode do
2. if ($t_{total} > t_{th}$) then
3. $cont \rightarrow List_{pre-select}$
4. end if
5. end for
6. SORT(descending) List$_{pre-select}(t_{total})$

Algorithm 2: Utilization Regions (UR) of a Node

**Input:** $s_{p,\text{avg}}, m_{\text{avg}}, k, s_{p,th1}, s_{p,th2}, m, m_{th1}, m_{th2}$

**Output:** UR(L, M or H)

1. Calculation
2. $s_{p,\text{avg}} \leftarrow s_p/k$; /*node calculates average processing*/
3. $m_{\text{avg}} \leftarrow m/k$; /*node calculates average memory*/
4. if $s_{p,\text{avg}} \leq s_{p,th1}$ and $m_{\text{avg}} \leq m_{th1}$ then
5. $H \rightarrow UR$
6. else
7. if ($s_{p,avg} > s_{p,th1}$ and $m_{avg} > m_{th1}$) AND ($s_{p,avg} \leq s_{p,th2}$ and $m_{avg} \leq m_{th2}$) then
8. $M \rightarrow UR$
9. end if
10. else
11. $L \rightarrow UR$
12. end if
13. STORE $UR$

migrations between target nodes affect the available inter-edge bandwidth and therefore, the migration decision must take this into account.

ShareOn works as follows. First, a node shortlists high total application latency containers and determines the primary reason — high processing latency, networking latency or both. Second, for each container, a few suitable neighbors are selected using two conditions: (a) falls in low or med Util regions and/or (b) geographically closer to the user. Algorithm 1 pre-selects the containers to be migrated based upon their application latency threshold.

The average processing per container at a node is $s_{p,\text{avg}} = s_p/k$ and the average RAM is $m_{\text{avg}} = m/k$. The utilization region of a node is found using algorithm 2 which defines High, Med or Low zones by capturing available processing speed and RAM, and comparing them with pre-defined values needed to run an application.
The network latency, $t_m$, between the user and the destination edge cloud node can be estimated as $d_{u,e} \times l_d + var(l)$ where $d_{u,e}$ is the distance between the user and the destination edge node, $l_d$ is the network latency per unit distance and $var(l)$ is the past moving average latency variance of the user geographic area and the destination node. The processing latency, $t_p$, of a destination node can be approximated as $t_{p,avg} + utilFac \times \alpha_e$ where $utilFac$ is the current utilization factor of a node, and $\alpha_e$ is the latency factor associated with the current utilization.

Migration gives rise to the computation and network overheads. Therefore, the decision algorithm has to adequately determine whether, when and where to migrate depending on aspects such as application QoS, user mobility, inter-edge bandwidth, and resource availability at MECs. Considering these parameters, we design ShareOn, a dynamic container migration technique which uses traffic (number of requests per second at a node) as a primary metric. Each node tracks its own compute and networking resources, and is aware of the application latency of each request. These nodes have control plane connectivity to each other and hence can query the neighboring nodes periodically for the above mentioned parameters. Thus, in our system, each node can decide, control and migrate its containers in a distributed manner. Finally, a destination is chosen based upon number of migrations from the source to the destination considering the available inter-edge bandwidth and compute. The complete procedure is described in the algorithm 3.

### 4.4.4 Result — Emulation

The emulation based total application delay is shown in Fig. 4.6 to observe the effect of server load on the container migration and the application performance. ShareOn is compared with a case when there is no migration. The load is varied from 0 to 1 for node1 and 1 to 0 for node2 in steps. When the load reaches 0.4 for the node1, the total application delay crosses a set threshold (100ms in this case), triggering migration. Node2 is chosen using ShareOn which shows a drop in the total delay upon migration completion.
Algorithm 3 Final Containers and their Destination Selection for Migration

**Input:** \( \text{List}_{\text{preselect}}, C_m, L_{\text{est}} \)

**Output:** Final selected containers for migration and their destination edge cloud nodes

1. for \( \text{cont} \in \text{List}_{\text{preselect}} \) do
2.     for \( \text{DestNode} \in \text{EdgeNodes} \) do
3.         if \( \text{DestNode} \in UR\{L, M\} \) AND \( t_{\text{total}} - t_{\text{est}, \text{dest}} > \delta L \) then
4.             \( \text{DestNode} \rightarrow \text{List}_{\text{dest}} \)
5.         end if
6.     end for
7. end for
8. for \( \text{cont} \in \text{List}_{\text{select}} \) do
9.     \( \text{FinalDest} = \min(C_m) \forall \text{List}_{\text{dest}} \)
10. \( \text{FinalDest} \rightarrow \text{List}_{\text{cont}, \text{dest}} \)
11. end for

4.5 Simulation Set-up

We develop a simulation set-up similar to the emulation model described in the Section 4.3, to test the scalability in a large geographical region such as San Francisco city with real mobility traces. The topology is same as shown in Fig. 4.5. This section details the simulation scenario and the numerical values for the parameters described earlier.

4.5.1 Simulation Scenario

Initially, we determine the system performance without considering migration, using following approaches.

*Equal-Load (E)*: The user requests are equally divided among the heterogeneous edge cloud nodes, routing a set number of requests based upon user vicinity. The remaining requests are routed to the next closest node and so on.

*Nearest-Edge (N)*: The user requests are always routed to the closest node irrespective of the node’s current load.

Migration is simulated using the approaches listed below.

*Bandwidth-only*: The users are connected at the nearest edge cloud node and the migration is done based on the application QoS and available inter-edge cloud bandwidth.
Figure 4.6: Baseline (no migration) vs. ShareOn

*Processing-only:* Following the above process, the migration is done based on the application QoS and the destination node resources (processing speed).

In all the cases, user mobility is introduced and load is varied by injecting multiple requests per taxicab. The delay induced by the control latency, $t_c$, is negligible and is omitted in the simulations. Our proposed approach, *ShareOn*, can be instantiated from the nearest or the equal load scenario considering their first connected request as the initial state.

### 4.5.2 Simulation Parameters

The numerical values for the simulation are listed in Table 4.2. There are total 536 taxicabs in the city with a known mobility pattern. The load is varied from 0 to 1 by initiating multiple requests from a taxi. The processing speed determines the page dirty rate which allows us to push most of the memory pages to destination before suspending the container at the source.

### 4.6 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results obtained from the simulation model introduced in the previous section.
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s_p$</td>
<td>2.2-3.9 GIPS</td>
<td>$b_i$</td>
<td>10-100 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{pd}$</td>
<td>2.5-4 kpps</td>
<td>$s_{page}$</td>
<td>4-64 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>8-32GB</td>
<td>$load$</td>
<td>0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{con}$</td>
<td>0.6-4.6 GB</td>
<td>#taxi</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.1 System Performance

Fig. 4.7 compares our migration approach, ShareOn with no migration cases. In the equal load case, the average system response time at load 0.1 is low as compared with the other approaches since the service requests have been equally distributed among nine edge cloud nodes. However, as load gradually increases, the average system response time starts degrading since without any optimization this approach cannot handle the volume of requests with the available resources at each node. While in the case of the nearest edge (users connect to the closest MEC) the average system response time is prominent. The reason for this rise is that in the real-time mobile taxicab trace, many of the users connect to the North-East edge cloud node (ref: Fig. 4.5) because of their close physical proximity to that node when they are introduced into the system. The limited resources at that node are unable to support all the connected users and hence the system enters into overload resulting in a large average system latency.

Using ShareOn-E, initially there are not many migrations since all the requests are well distributed between nodes. On increasing the load, the system response is well below the non-migration approaches, as the load gets efficiently distributed across the geographical regions. This is due to ShareOn taking processing capability, inter-edge bandwidth and network latency of each node into consideration for migrations. In the case of ShareOn-N, the users are initially connected at the nearest edge cloud where the available resources are exhausted resulting in a slight increase in the migration cost.
4.6.2 Migration Cost

Fig. 4.8 presents the migration cost ($C_m$) for different system load. The maximum $C_m$ is the peak migration time recorded for the system at a given load. Similarly, minimum $C_m$ is the least while the average $C_m$ is mean time. The total number of containers migrated are not linearly proportional to the load. At a higher load, some containers are omitted even though the latency threshold is met for the migration due to scarce compute and networking resources. Therefore, even though the number of migrating containers rise with the load, a drop in the average migration cost can be observed, as seen at load=$0.3$. 
4.6.3 ShareOn vs. Other Approaches

Fig. 4.9 compares ShareOn with bandwidth-only and processing-only migration methods. The former performs better than the latter at lower loads as the migration time dominates the pre-copy and post-copy time for the fewer container migrations in these cases. As the bandwidth-only approach keeps track of bandwidth before initiating migration, the average system latency does not suffer from the migration time factor. For the higher load scenario, checking bandwidth only is not sufficient as the migration time dominates the pre-copy and post-copy time, thereby increasing the total system latency. In either case, ShareOn performs significantly better than these methods. The project code is available at [146].

4.7 Supporting Autonomous Driving

As a use-case of container migration described in this chapter and named-object based virtual networks detailed in the previous chapter, in this section, we present EdgeDrive which is a networked edge cloud service framework to support low-latency applications during mobility taking into account needs of the driver, nature of the required service and key network features. We implement head-mounted device (HMD) based Augmented Reality (AR) ADAS applications such as navigation, weather notification and
annotation based assistance to drive the evaluation. These services are then coupled with the Mobile Edge Clouds (MECs) wherein the container based service migration is enabled based upon migration cost and required Quality of Experience (QoE) to support mobility. An emulator based evaluation is carried out on the ORBIT testbed using realistic San Francisco taxicab traces running over nine edge cloud nodes and AR HMD being used by drivers. The experiments show that the EdgeDrive can support low-latency ADAS applications with an average system latency less than 100 ms for the applications under consideration.

4.7.1 ADAS

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are expected to become increasingly important to the automotive industry [147]. ADAS focuses on assisting drivers by providing timely critical information such as real-time navigation, safe driving limits, pedestrian crossing, and sensor calibration. Recent advances in ADAS focus on applications such as 3D mapping [148], Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [149], and holographic displays [150] requiring uninterrupted information exchange between connected cars, offloading computation to the cloud computing servers, and handling mobility through novel communication as well as networking architectures [127, 16].

Head-mounted device (HMD) based Augmented Reality (AR) provides a user-friendly method for drivers of vehicles to interact with the surrounding environment by supplementing real world with the contextual information, e.g., traffic status, stop notification [151]. Furthermore, gesture enabled head-mounted AR devices make this interaction hands-free thus improving the user Quality of Experience (QoE). Nevertheless, the core functions of AR enabled driving assistant applications (perception, annotation, visualization and sensing) are usually computation and data intensive [152], and the on-board computing capabilities of currently available AR devices such as Microsoft Hololens [43] and Google glass [44] are insufficient to perform these intensive tasks. For instance, the latest Hololens has only 1.04 GHz CPU clock rate, and 2GB RAM. The constrained capability cannot satisfy the service demands associated with processing analytics over a single frame within 30 ms and delivering a 60 frame per second [153].
Figure 4.10: AR-enable ADAS Applications. The dashboard displays the weather, navigation and surrounding information.

Further, the applications running on these devices rely on shared information obtained from nearby vehicles or roadway infrastructure to interact with the environment. For example, self-driving vehicles receive surrounding information from other vehicles which have knowledge about distant traffic for better informing driving decisions. This inter-vehicle information exchange can be realized either as a peer-to-peer (V2V) application or as a cloud service based on edge cloud infrastructure. As central cloud servers may be at distant geographic location from the source of data generation, conventional offloading is likely to introduce significant network latency. For a client instance in New Jersey which connects to Amazon EC2 cloud servers located in West Virginia, Oregon and California, the round-trip latency alone is 17, 104 and 112ms, with achievable bandwidths of 50, 18 and 16 Mbps, respectively.

Mobile Edge clouds (MECs) bring computation, storage and networking close to the user thereby promising to support stringent latency requirements for AR applications [81, 83, 154]. Latency is a critical factor in user QoE for AR applications. For example, in an HMD, the combined network and processing latency while using an
AWS cloud is more than 100 ms at which 50 degrees per second head or object rotation introduces 5 degrees of angular error [155]. In case of objects closer to the user, this implies that the user views a virtual coffee cup in the air instead of on the table and for farther objects, the error only accumulates. MECs provide a way to reduce this latency, and hence the overall errors by providing responses faster than the user perceivable latency.

EdgeDrive is an edge cloud based end-to-end system to minimize the latency of AR applications for ADAS. We implement and deploy several example ADAS based AR applications such as smart navigation, weather notification, and annotation based assistance as shown in Figure 4.10. The applications are augmented with networking and edge cloud components emulated using the ORBIT [156] testbed with demonstrated methods to reduce overall system latency by edge cloud techniques such as caching, application specific routing, dynamic server selection and edge cloud migration [75]. A large-scale emulation using nine edge cloud locations in San Francisco is used along with realistic taxicab traces to showcase dynamic server migration. It is shown that the MEC system can improve AR based ADAS performance when augmented with additional capabilities such as service containerization, and its migration.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, the above mentioned ADAS applications are described while detailing smart navigation application for the techniques used to reduce its delay. Next, the EdgeDrive architecture using MECs is provided with the emulation set-up used to carry out the experiments. Finally, results and discussion are presented to conclude the use-case.

4.7.2 ADAS Applications

In order to test the functionalities of ADAS system, we identified three key applications namely, (a) annotation based assistance, (b) smart navigation, and (c) 3D weather. These applications are chosen as they cover different features and requirements such as the latency, caching, throughput and compute as listed in Table 1. In particular, the first application supports the driver by embedding the processed surrounding information onto the AR device using image processing. The second application provides navigation support by embedding 3D objects onto the path where the driver collects the objects similar to a game play. The third application projects the current location’s and destination’s weather information on to the driver’s AR display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Smart Navigation</th>
<th>3D Weather</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database/Caching</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.3 ADAS System Design

The system consists of devices (e.g. Hololens), network (e.g. routers) and the service functions placed at each cloud servers. The server runs on an edge cloud which is typically one hop away from the Access Point (AP). The network, in addition to routing and forwarding, also supports control exchange functions among the edge clouds. The edge cloud provides features such as computation, storage, resource virtualization,
service migration, and performance monitoring. The applications are developed using Unity and C#. The design framework is as shown in Figure 4.11. The APIs developed at the smart space interface allows user to seamlessly access the services from the cloud server. The user states are accessible across the network using a logically centralized database.

By deploying this three-layered, device-router-edge cloud system on the ORBIT testbed, the function level latency is measured for all the applications as shown in Figure 4.12. The arrows represent the required latency thresholds which is low for annotation based application as the response should be in real-time as the user’s head movement. The lower bound represents the latency which is sufficient to provide satisfied quality of experience to the user. The smart navigation application spends most of the time in image processing using OpenCV and therefore requires a highly computational, lightly loaded edge cloud for offloading the compute. The 3D weather application is able to serve without delays using its caching function retrieving the statistics from a central weather server periodically. It can be noted that despite edge cloud being one hop away, the annotation based assistance application is unable to achieve latency bounds and there require techniques such as distributed task computing [153] which are not studied in this work.
4.7.4 Smart Navigation

Smart Navigation is one of the most crucial features in ADAS. First, we describe the challenges of developing an uninterrupted navigation service and then detail the suitable design choices.

**Localization with Hololens:** Navigation needs GPS location information of the device. Yet, currently available Hololens devices do not support the GPS module. Therefore, we rely upon mapping coordinates based upon accelerometer and gyroscope sensor readings for localization. The map is divided into set of junctions and at each junction, the route is recalculated based upon current Hololens coordinate and destination coordinates. Therefore, the complete navigation system relies upon manipulating coordinates as read by local sensors and thus the implementation functions without the GPS as shown in Figure 4.13.

**High Uplink Bandwidth:** Hololens requires to send the stream of images to the server continuously. This is expensive as it requires high uplink bandwidth. In order to optimize this, we send only when the image changes more than 5% (can be varied) as compared to the last sent image and thereby also saving server compute. A lightweight bitmap based hash function is locally employed on the HMD for the image comparison.

**Path Rerouting:** Sometime the vehicle may take paths other than that suggested by navigation. This is handled by continuously comparing the coordinates of line connecting two suggested junctions. If the user’s current coordinates do not lie on the line, the path is rerouted to the next optimal path. Finally, the path is always selected based
upon the minimum distance between the source and the destination considering all the possible combinations.

**Receiving Real-time Responses:** The image processing and path calculations are offloaded to the neighboring edge cloud server and is detailed in the next section.

In a general ADAS system, a tagged metadata image stream is used for all the services rendered to an HMD. Therefore, in this work, we have employed image streaming irrespective of the application.

### 4.7.5 EdgeDrive System

In this section, the EdgeDrive system components and its capabilities are described.

**System Components**

The system has the following components as shown in Figure 4.14. (1) **End Devices:** These are hosts, sensors and embedded compute devices such as FGPA which can push/pull data from the system; (2) **Smart Space Interface:** It allows to connect heterogeneous devices to the edge cloud by mapping their API requirement to the deployed system; (3) **Network:** Its functions are routing, forwarding and control. The deployed network has additional feature which allows application state to be pushed to the cloud and vice-versa. This simple action allows application specific routing to best available edge cloud while keeping the control distributed in the network; (4) **Edge Cloud:** Each instance of edge cloud can compute, store, migrate resources by virtualization (such as containers), measure and report statistics to the network and neighbors; (5) **Database:** It contains user states and space specific information which can be cached at the edge cloud proactively or on-demand.

**AR using HoloLens**

HoloLens provides a state of the art technique to achieve AR functionalities by its unique features such as frame of references (stationary and attached), spatial anchoring and spatial mapping. This implies that a virtual object (hologram) can be placed and oriented at a fixed location in the real-world (mixed reality) and can be retrieved at
the same location later anytime. The specially designed spatial coordinate system can be used to derive other coordinate systems or can be used as-is to determine device’s own position in the three-dimension space.

**EdgeDrive Capabilities**

The key features of EdgeDrive are described as follows. **Service Containerization:** All the services such as navigation, annotation and weather reporting are containerized at the edge cloud servers. Containerization provides benefits such as service and user level isolation, faster start and stop, and easy migration.

**Mobility Support using Container Migration:** EdgeDrive provides ADAS application mobility support by migrating containers across edge cloud nodes. Each edge cloud node has a performance monitor, migration manager and controller which with the help of neighboring edge cloud resource information decides the target as shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.14: EdgeDrive System
4.7.6 Experimental Details

The experiment is set up at the sandbox-9 (SB9) on the ORBIT [156] testbed. Nine nodes are set-up based on the topology of a San Francisco edge cloud network with variable inter-edge bandwidth (randomly chosen between 100-900 Mbps) connectivity as shown in Figure 4.5. The nodes are placed based on the population density in SFO and have heterogeneous memory, processing speed (Ref: Fig.4.5) and cpu load (varied from 0 to 1). Real SFO taxicab traces are used from the heavy traffic routes across the city. Each of these users are assumed to be using the smart navigation application as described earlier. The source and destination are chosen randomly. The low-latency requirement of the navigation application is aimed to be fulfilled by EdgeDrive by: (a) pre-caching and reevaluating navigation information at each junction and the line connecting the neighboring junctions, (b) associating user to the best available edge cloud, (c) providing service transfer support using container migration, and (d) enabling network embedded application specific routing.

Figure 4.15: Container Migration in EdgeDrive
4.7.7 Emulating ADAS

The ADAS applications are emulated on the ORBIT testbed by setting in-lab source and destination for navigation. The junctions are pre-defined at every intersection and realistic dimensions are obtained using a laser rangefinder. A navigation algorithm finds the shortest distance between the source and the destination. The coordinates are initialized at \((x,y,z) = (0,0,0)\) using OpenCV based recognizable chilitags placed at the source. For the entire experiment, \(z\) (height) is set to 0. At source, the user looks at the marker using Hololens and the navigation begins for the set destination. The user then collects the pink cubes as shown in Figure 4.16(b) to navigate towards the destination. The image stream rate from HoloLens is varied from 10fps to 60fps for the walking user to emulate vehicular mobility. For a large scale experiment, 536 mobile users are injected into the system using a custom script emulating from the SFO taxicabs traces and thereby loading servers. Similarly, the annotation application is emulated by obtaining real-time printer information such as ink status as shown in Figure 4.16(c). MySQL database is used for storage and Apache for server code.

4.7.8 Container Migration

As the services run on containers at the nine edge clouds, the migration is self-triggered locally at an edge considering migration cost and the parameters as described in ShareOn. The migration has three stages: (a) decision, (b) initiation and (c) completion. During the decision phase, the right edge cloud is chosen for migrating a running containerized service. During the initiation phase, the pre-copy of container begins thus copying the pages from source to the destination. Finally, during the completion phase, source edge cloud node informs the destination edge cloud node to run the newly received container and itself discards the old container upon receiving confirmation from the destination. The complete process is automated using Python and shell scripts.

4.7.9 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results obtained using the experiments as detailed earlier.
Parameters Impacting Container Migration

Container migration consists of pre-copy, migration and post-copy. For stateless applications such as annotation, weather and navigation, post-copy is not required and therefore merely migrating the dependencies enables the destination node to restart the services. Figure 4.17 shows the impact of machine type and container size on the total migration time. It can be seen that the migration time for a 4.2 GB container running on an Intel i5 machine can be as high as 60 seconds which is less useful for real-time applications described in this work. Therefore, while deciding service migration, along with the bandwidth, machine type plays an important role. The other parameters of interest are system utilization (load), processing capabilities of the edge cloud and the available RAM.

Factors Affecting Application Performance

The input from HoloLens in case of weather and smart navigation applications is primarily the coordinates (a few KBs) of user whereas in case of annotation application, continuous stream of images (avg. 30fps) is sent from the device to the server. Therefore, the annotation application is the most affected by the system load as shown in
Figure 4.17: Impact of Machine type and Container Size on Total Migration Time (Bandwidth=912 Mbps)

Figure 4.18. As the weather application relies upon the pre-fetched data in the edge cloud, the current system load does not affect its performance. The navigation application intermittently requests server to calculate the path and therefore its round trip response time grows when the system load is high.

Figure 4.19(a) depicts that when the frame per second sent from the HoloLens to the edge cloud server is low, the server is unable to determine the object and therefore the response time is high. When the fps is increased, OpenCV is able to detect the marker or object and therefore the annotation appears in less than 70 ms. As the fps is increased, the server is loaded with the heavy processing and therefore the RTT increases again.

Figure 4.19(b) shows the impact of mobility on the navigation performance of HoloLens. The in-lab mobility is normalized from 0 to 1 and error is defined as junction missed due to mobility which otherwise would have provided the shortest path. The percentage error is calculated by running the experiment multiple times and then averaging the miss rate.
Figure 4.18: Impact of System Load on Application Performance

Effect of Container Migration

Figure 4.20(a) shows the latency for the navigation application for a single random user when the system is loaded at 0.5 (50% CPU utilization). As the user is mobile, the latency depends upon whether the user is moving closer to the assigned edge cloud or not. Employing ShareOn based EdgeDrive, the application latency for the user drops after the time tick 20 at which point the migration is complete and user’s service is migrated to another edge cloud.

Figure 4.20(b) shows the average latency for the whole system for all the applications when the CPU load is 0.5. For the higher compute demanding applications, EdgeDrive is able to provide better QoE as the latency is significantly lower than the system without migration.

4.8 Summary

This chapter has proposed dynamic container migration as a mechanism for supporting user-mobility, server load and network fluctuations. A traffic-aware container migration method is developed using a testbed based set-up, to emulate an edge cloud network and user mobility. The migration cost is evaluated by running a real-time application and a distributed migration algorithm. Using parameters obtained from the emulation, a
Figure 4.19: Impact of Various Parameters on the Application Performance. (a) Uplink fps affects the RTT for Annotation Application and (b) Mobility affects the Accuracy of Navigation.

A large-scale simulation model for migration is developed incorporating real taxicab traces from San Francisco city. A heuristic traffic-aware container migration scheme, ShareOn, is proposed which considers multiple parameters: application QoS, network latency, edge cloud resources, and inter-edge bandwidth. The system performance of ShareOn is compared with two non-migration approaches: equal-load and nearest-edge, and two migration-based approaches: bandwidth-only and processing-only. Furthermore, as a use-case we proposed EdgeDrive, a mobile edge cloud based compute, network and storage orchestrated architecture to support advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Using key Augmented Reality (AR) applications developed for the head mounted display (HMD), it is demonstrated that EdgeDrive is able to provide low-latency service to the driver during mobility. The key observations from this study are: (1) machine type plays a crucial role in deciding migration, (2) migration is a viable approach when sufficient computation (at source and destination) and inter-edge bandwidth are available, (3) a low-load scenario incurs substantial migration cost while there is no significant drop in the average system response time as compared to no-migration approaches, (4)
processing-only and bandwidth-only approaches fail to lower the average system response time at higher load as compared to the multi-parameter ShareOn approach, (5) applications requiring higher compute for instance annotation based assistance should be offloaded to the closest available edge cloud, (6) the latency of applications requiring pre-fetched data cannot be significantly optimized, and (7) service migration should consider network bandwidth, system load, and compute capability of the source and the destination.
Chapter 5

Distributed Control Plane Protocol for MEC

This Chapter presents a novel control plane protocol designed to enable cooperative resource sharing in heterogeneous edge cloud scenarios. While edge clouds offer the advantage of potentially low latency for time critical applications, computing load generated by mobile users at the network edge can be very bursty as compared with aggregated traffic served by a data center. This motivates the design of a shared control plane which enables dynamic resource sharing between edge clouds in a region. The proposed control plane is designed to exchange key compute and network parameters (such as CPU GIPS, % utilization and network bandwidth) needed for cooperation between heterogeneous edge clouds across network domains. The protocol thus enables sharing mechanisms such as dynamic resource assignment, compute offloading, load balancing multi-node orchestration and service migration. A specific distributed control plane (DISCO) based on overlay neighbor distribution with hop-count limit is described and evaluated in terms of control overhead and performance using an experimental prototype running on the ORBIT radio grid testbed. The prototype system implements a heterogeneous network with 18 autonomous systems each with a compute cluster that participates in the control plane protocol and executes specified resource sharing algorithms. Experimental results are given comparing the performance of the baseline with no cooperation to that of cooperative algorithms for compute offloading, cluster computing and service chaining. An application level evaluation of latency vs. offered load is also carried out for an example time-critical application (image analysis for traffic lane detection). The results show significant performance gains (as much as 45\% for the cluster computing example) vs. the no cooperation baseline in each case at the cost of relatively modest complexity and overhead.
5.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents a novel control plane protocol designed to enable cooperative resource sharing in heterogeneous mobile edge cloud (MEC) scenarios. MEC [157, 158] is motivated by significantly lower network delay between a mobile device and a compute server, and is thus considered as a solution for low latency applications such as augmented reality, industrial control and autonomous driving [159, 160, 161, 162]. While MEC offers the advantage of potentially low latency for time critical applications, computing load generated by mobile users at the network edge can be very bursty as compared with aggregated traffic served by a data center. This burstiness in traffic demand can be overcome by pooling computing resources across multiple edge clouds in a region, motivating the design of a shared control plane to enable such cooperation. The focus of this work is thus on the design of a lightweight control protocol which provides neighboring edge clouds with visibility of their computing and network resources along with current load metrics. The design is intended to promote regional awareness of available resources in a heterogeneous multi-tenant environment so as to enable cooperative techniques such as cluster computing, compute offloading or service chaining [158, 163, 164, 165].

Figure 5.1 is an illustration of how a mobile client in an MEC service scenario can identify resources for offloading. In this example, a mobile client wishing to offload computing tasks will in general require information about the current status of available MEC nodes where the task can be executed. The most prevalent architectural solution is the central controller [166, 167] shown in the figure, which is a reasonable design for software-defined enterprise networks under the management of a single operator. However, if edge cloud services are adopted at scale, it may be expected that coverage of an entire city or region will be heterogeneous and multi-tenant in nature, involving multiple operators/owners who cannot possibly belong to a single administrative domain. Experience with the Internet shows that building a large-scale network with organic growth involves the adoption of cooperative protocols (such as the border gateway protocol, BGP [25]) between autonomous systems in a way that enables flexible business
models for monetization of contributed resources. We believe that the same general philosophy applies to edge clouds, i.e. organic growth and large scale will be best promoted by a distributed control architecture which provides a lightweight mechanism for cooperation and monetization of edge cloud resources. The distributed approach avoids centralized points of control which can severely limit business model flexibility and prevent the emergence of grass roots edge cloud service providers [168, 169]*.

Figure 5.2 is a conceptual diagram of the distributed edge cloud control plane architecture proposed in this work. As shown in the figure, each set of edge cloud resources is represented by a domain controller (ECDC). Each ECDC voluntarily identifies neighbors with which it wishes to collaborate, either as a peer or as service provider. The ECDC participates in a distributed resource update protocol in which neighbors exchange status parameters (such as compute capability, load, bandwidth, etc.) in order to develop a regional map of available resources to be used to enable cooperative resource

*It is noted here that while the focus of this work is on the resource control protocol and algorithms, additional service level agreement (SLA) protocols [170, 171, 172] which are beyond the scope of this work will also be needed to support various business agreements between cloud computing peers in this architecture.
sharing algorithms. The scope of control information distribution can be controlled by
limiting the forwarding of control packets to a specified maximum number of hops, thus
limiting overheads associated with uncontrolled flooding.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the distributed
data cloud control protocol design principles. Section 5.3 provides the implementation
specific details such as configuration, information exchange phases and software func-
tions. The cooperative resource sharing algorithms for different use-cases are discussed
in the Section 5.4. The methodology to carry out large scale emulation of the proposed
protocol is presented in the Section 5.5 with the details of testbed set-up and the ap-
plication. Results including comparison with the centralized control plane, application
independent protocol performance evaluation and analysis of a low-latency application
using the proposed protocol, are presented in the Section 5.6. Section 5.7 provides a
discussion on the related work in this field. Finally, Section 6 concludes this Chapter.

Figure 5.2: Distributed Edge Cloud Control Plane Architecture.
5.2 Protocol Design

This section introduces the design challenges and provides the protocol design details. We start with the high level design goals next.

5.2.1 Design Goals

Design for scalability and growth. Currently evolving mobile network architectures such as 5G aim to populate vast geographical areas with high-speed wireless access networks along with supporting edge cloud infrastructure. The goal is to enable grassroots models which encourage organic growth of large scale edge cloud systems.

Lightweight and compatible protocol. The protocol should be lightweight and designed as an overlay so as to avoid requiring changes to existing IP protocols or existing cloud stacks. Also, protocol overhead should be kept reasonable, avoiding problems associated with unconstrained flooding.

Distributed architecture which promotes federation and cooperation. The control plane protocol should work in a fully distributed manner with edge cloud nodes/clusters as peers. The protocol should work across multiple ownership domains and encourage sharing/monetization of regional computing resources.

Flexibility for local policy choice. Each edge cloud node should be able to choose its own number of neighbors and can decide independently how far in the network its own information should propagate.

Heterogeneity support. The protocol should capture key parameters associated with heterogeneous computing clusters with varying network quality.

Timely dissemination of control information. Resource status updates should be timely enough to enable sharing algorithms at the granularity of a single task request.

5.2.2 Protocol Design

In this section, we present the protocol design used in DISCO, a distributed control plane protocol capable of handling heterogeneous compute nodes for their offloading requirements.
i. Control Plane Information

The periodic control plane messages are used to gather the capabilities of neighboring edge cloud node which can be later used to offload the tasks. From an edge-centric perspective, a node must be aware of: (a) the network distance (e.g., Round Trip Time – RTT), (b) network capacity (e.g., bandwidth), (c) node computation capability (e.g., Giga floating point operations, per second – GFLOPS), and (d) current utilization of the node, of its peer. Along with these, the EC specifications (e.g., number of processors, number of cores, processor architecture, machine type etc.) may be a part of the control plane information. While the EC specifications, (c) and (d) can be obtained directly from the node’s control plane information packet, (a) and (b) are measured by establishing a direct connection with the peer.

Design Implications. As the information about all the peers is locally maintained at each node, the node can independently decide which peer to choose for computation offloading. Moreover, this essential information set can assist a node to make a best decision for use-cases such as cluster computing, compute offloading, or service chaining.

ii. Information Exchange

The control plane information is distributed from each edge cloud node to its agreed peers. The agreement can be peer-to-peer in which both edge clouds agree to send the control messages to each other or peer-to-consumer where one edge cloud is the sender while other is the receiver. Moreover, the information dissemination can be intra- or inter-domain depending upon the agreements. Figure 5.3 shows an example edge cloud information dissemination for the Autonomous Systems (ASes†) in the San Francisco (SFO) city obtained from CAIDA [1]. It is noted that a consumer for one AS can become peer in another agreement and vice-versa. Each edge cloud has a pre-defined number of directly agreed peers (N).

Design Implications. The agreement based control plane information exchange design avoids network flooding. Also, the node can independently decide to become a peer or

†Note that edge cloud domain controllers need not have a 1:1 mapping with ASes as in this example. Each AS will have at least one ECDC, and typically many more for a large AS spread across a wide geographic area.
iii. Information Propagation

The information is recursively propagated from an edge cloud node to the peer-of-peer or consumer-of-peer. This progressive control plane messaging enables an edge cloud to send its capability information to unknown but trustworthy edge cloud nodes who can then offload computation to it. In DISCO control packet, maximum number of hops ($MHops$) corresponding to the control plane propagation depth in the network and, current hop count ($CHops$), are embedded. $CHops$ is set equal to the $MHops$ at the control packet generation node which is decremented at each edge-hop, discarding the packet when it becomes zero.

Design Implications. The edge-to-edge hop design allows the information propagation through trusted neighbors. The $MHops$ provides the generator node complete control to regulate its information reachability. The design corresponds to the telescopic flooding [173] where if $MHops$ is set too high (greedy), the control information will be delayed at a far edge cloud node. Moreover, such $MHops$ settings will discourage the farther edge cloud node to offload their computations for which a service-level agreement (SLA) might not exist. The $MHops$ of a node also helps its own reachability for cooperation.
iv. Periodic Control

The periodicity of control message generation can be independently set by the edge cloud node. The period can be determined by a node based upon its timescale of resource variability.

*Design Implications.* The independent nature of periodicity avoids the need of global synchronization. Moreover, as the node capabilities vary, the periodicity can be changed accordingly, thereby updating the direct neighbors immediately.

5.3 Implementation

This section describes *DISCO* protocol implementation using Linkpack [174], Click modular router [175], OpenCV[48], Java and Python.

a. EC Node Resource Measurement

*Compute Capability.* Compute capability of the edge cloud node is benchmarked in GFLOPS using Linkpack version 3.011. Linpack loads the node with a dense n by n system of linear equations $Ax = b$ to measure its computing power.

*EC Utilization.* The Linux `mpstat` is employed to periodically measure the current utilization (between 0-1).

*EC Specifications.* The EC node machine specifications are parsed from the `/proc/cpuinfo`, obtaining machine type, number of cores, threads per core and processor frequency.

b. Peer Configuration

Each ECDC maintains a configuration of its first hop *agreed* peers as shown in red color in Figure 5.4, preserved as an overlay over the physical network configuration. The peer configuration is independently set by each ECDC. In case a node does not have sufficient compute capabilities or does not want to receive data plane offloads, it can set peers as *null*. The nodes listed in peering configuration are the first set of neighbors to receive the control plane packet from a node.

c. Control Packet Generation

The *DISCO* control packet designed as an overlay on top of IP consists of the
Figure 5.4: Peering Configuration for Control Exchange.

following fields as shown in Figure 5.5. The Type (1 octet) denotes that its an EC control packet. The \( CHops \) (1 octet) and \( MHops \) (1 octet) denote the current and maximum number of hops. Initially \( CHops \) is set equal to \( MHops \) and is decremented by one at each of the ECDC until \( CHops = 0 \), when the packet is discarded. The \( SECID \) (20 octets) and \( DECID \) (20 octets) are the source and destination globally unique EC identifications for the ECDCs. The uniqueness of these IDs can be achieved using a name certification server as described in [16, 176]. The field \( U \) (4 octets) denotes the current utilization of an edge cloud, periodically retrieved through the Linux \textit{mpstat} command and \( CC \) (4 octets) is the computational capability of an edge cloud measured in GFlops obtained using \textit{Linpack} during the bootstrap phase. The EC specifications field is a variable sized field used to communicate the machine specific parameters.

\textbf{Why both \( CHops \) and \( MHops \).} As the topology is not exposed to the neighbors (security) and the scheme does not rely upon the acknowledgements (timeliness), these two hop counts are used to determine and adjust the self-reachability.

\textbf{d. Control Plane Information Exchange}

\textit{DISCO} is designed with the following phases for control plane information exchange.

\textit{i. Bootstrap Phase} Bootstrap phase is an initial phase which occurs when the ECDC/cluster is born in the system or undergoes any changes during its lifecycle. In general, the following events are associated with the bootstrap phase:
Figure 5.5: Control Packet Format in DISCO.

1. **Determine Specifications**: In this step, the machine specifications such as number of processors, number of cores, processor architecture, and machine type are obtained.

2. **Estimate Compute Capability (CC)**: This step estimates the number of GFlops of an EC node without any load. The time taken to measure CC varies for each EC node.

**ii. Sending Phase**

During the sending phase, a control packet is created as per the format shown in Figure 5.5. The forwarding function is also a part of sending phase wherein the control packet received from peers are forwarded to a node’s own neighbors. The EC node utilization, $U$, is measured in this phase, while the other fields are filled using the stored values (see Figure 5.6, left). The current utilization is periodically estimated in time $t1$. The timer value for $U$ is a function of node’s resource variability and therefore can be independently set by each EC node. The control packet is created periodically in time $t2$ using the stored $CC$, and EC specification values. In case of forwarding a peer’s packet, only the $DECID$ and $CHops$ fields are changed. The $DECID$ field is
iii. Receiving Phase

During the receiving phase (see Figure 5.6, right), if $CHops$ is greater than zero, the sending phase is triggered to forward the packet to its neighbors. The values of other parameters such as $SECID$, $CC$ and $U$ are also obtained and are updated in the status table as shown in Figure 5.7. The $CHops$ and $MHops$ values are used in this phase to determine the number of hops an indirect neighbor is away. For example, consider that an EC node receives a packet from a neighbor with $MHops = 4$ and the current decremented hop count, $CHops = 0$. If the maximum hop count set by this EC node, $MHops = 2$, then it is likely that the neighbor in discussion will not receive its control plane information (if the node is not in the neighbor list of itself and first hop neighbors). This simple intuition is used to adjust local $MHops$ value to increase the reachability if sufficient resources are available.

Network Resource Measurement. An important step during the receiving phase is to measure the round trip time and bandwidth to all the direct and indirect neighbors. Since the neighbors are identified using their globally unique identifiers, a name resolution server similar to [16, 176] is used to obtain the network address of EC nodes.

Figure 5.6: Sending and Receiving Phases in DISCO.
Figure 5.7: Status Table in DISCO.

from their ECIDs. The round trip time is estimated using *Ping* command running periodically in time $t_3$. Similarly, the bandwidth is measured using *iperf* in every $t_4$ time period. As bandwidth measurement is an expensive function, in general, $t_4 \gg t_3$.

**Update EC Status Table** Each EC node maintains a status table which lists all possible edge computing peers with their compute capability, current utilization, ping based network distance and the bandwidth. The information stored in the status table is used in various resource sharing strategies during the data plane.

**e. System Details**

The prototype is implemented using the Click modular router software running on a general purpose edge computing node. The element graph in Click, as shown in Figure 5.8, provides an easy to configure, modular schema which can be enabled for both sending and receiving modes simultaneously. The *FromDevice* and *ToDevice* elements are configured with their respective Ethernet ports. The peering configuration is set using a topology file passed as a parameter. The timer values can be set and sending mode can be periodically triggered as per the timer value $t_2$. A port of the name resolution server (NRS) is used to obtain and cache the ECID to network address mapping during the first receipt of a packet for an SECID.

Software logic for DISCO consists of a set of generation, forwarding and table elements. The packet classifier helps in identifying control and data packets which are forwarded to the respective click elements, namely, Control and Data packet logic. The EC manager class inherits generation and forwarding elements. The generation phase involves accessing the database for $CC$, $U$, $CHops$, $MHops$ and peer configuration which are updated at the respective fields in the control packets. An EC node status table is updated based on the current status information received from the control
packets. The network statistics such as BW (Bandwidth) and RTT are measured using standard Linux tools for each edge peer and are updated in the status table accordingly. The forwarding phase relays the received control packets from peers based on the neighbor list while updating destination IDs and decrementing CHops. The packet is discarded when CHops become zero.

i. Loop Removal. Packets are not forwarded on the received input port. Furthermore, if the SECID matches DECID from the peer configuration, the control packet is discarded without forwarding to prevent loops.

ii. Data Freshness. The received packets are first compared with the status table and if the timestamp of currently received packets is higher than that of the previously received packet for that particular ECID obtained from the status table, the packet is not forwarded and discarded.
5.4 Cooperative Resource Sharing Algorithms

The cooperative resource sharing technique is used to fulfill the requirements of an application or a use-case as follows. In case a node does not have enough compute resources, it can use the computation offloading to utilize resources of another node. The faster processing of big data can be achieved by sharing a group of resources in a parallel or distributed (cluster) manner. In order to utilize a specific service available at a node to accomplish a broader task, pipeline based service processing (service chaining) allows sharing resources sequentially.

**Offloading.** The control plane capability extends the DISCO functionality to select a best EC node to offload a task and forward a data packet to that node. Different schemes for various use-cases are implemented for the performance evaluation.

For a given compute cluster, the overall compute capability of can be calculated as
\[ G = \sum_{i=1}^{N} g_i \], where \( g_i \) is a node’s compute capability in GFlops. Thus, the normalized compute capability of a node with respect to the whole system is \( g_i^{norm} = g_i / G \). Assuming the current load at each node is \( load_i \), we define the compute power of a node as \( \gamma_i = g_i^{norm} * (1 - load_i) \). When selecting \( k \) nodes for resource sharing, the average available compute power for an EC node can be given by Equation 5.1.

\[ \Gamma_i = \sum_{j=1}^{k} \gamma_j / k \]  
(5.1)

Therefore, the objective of an MEC control plane architecture is to select nodes leading to \( \Gamma = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Gamma_i \) maximization.

Several cooperative resource sharing algorithms are available in the literature assuming partial or complete information availability at each node. Based upon the information, algorithms such as round-robin, random selection, select-all, centralized, and game-theory etc., are used [177, 178, 179].

Following an application independent approach, and depending upon the information availability, the protocol can be generally evaluated for overall system performance using one of the following approaches.

**Random Selection (R).** Here, among \( r \) available neighbors, \( 0 \leq k \leq r \) nodes are selected arbitrarily for resource sharing.
**Round-Robin (RR).** In this case, the nodes are chosen in a round-robin fashion. For $k > 1$, randomized group of neighbors can be selected in a round-robin way.

**Optimal (O).** In this case, $k$ best performing nodes are selected for resource sharing. In case of same RTT and BW, the best nodes can be selected based upon their sorted $\gamma_i$ values.

### 5.4.1 Application Performance Evaluation

The proposed DISCO protocol can also be used to evaluate the application performance for various cases such as cluster computing, single node task offloading, and service chaining.

**Cluster Computing**

The batch processing tasks can be divided among the available data plane neighbors of an EC node using following schemes.

**Equal-share.** In this scheme, the $T$ tasks are equally divided among all the $k$ available neighbors as $task_i = T/k$. This scheme is bottle-necked by the straggler EC node among the $k$ neighbors which has maximum total response time for a batch (sum of transmission, propagation & processing delay).

**Proportional.** In this DISCO enabled scheme, the tasks are distributed proportioned among the available neighbors based upon the inverse of their normalized estimated service time. In general, if the service time of each node is $s_i$, $i \in (1, k)$, the task allocated to a node $i$ from the batch size $B$ can be calculated using Equation 5.2.

$$task_i = \left( \prod_{j=1(j\neq i)}^{k} s_j / \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} \prod_{j=1(j\neq i)}^{k} s_j \right) \right) \times B \quad (5.2)$$

For both the schemes, the maximum available neighbors based upon the peering agreements are chosen for parallelism.
Single Node Task Offloading

In this case, a single EC node is selected to process a task. The output of the task is returned to the home MEC node once processed. If the selected node is local, then there is no offloading involved. Apart from a neighbor’s processing delay, the total transmission as well as propagation delays are also considered to make a decision to offload. The single node task offloading approach can be evaluated using following schemes.

Baseline. In this scheme, the processing requests are handled by local EC nodes. This scheme does not use DISCO and there is no task offloading involved at any of these EC nodes.

Thresholding without DISCO. In this scheme, the image processing requests can be handled locally or offloaded to a neighbor if the EC response time is beyond the application latency threshold. As the neighboring node’s information is not available through DISCO, the offloading node is chosen from the list of neighbors based upon the available bandwidth which behaves as a random selection when the inter-edge bandwidth between all the EC nodes is same.

Thresholding with DISCO. In this DISCO enabled scheme, the processing requests can be handled locally or offloaded based upon comparing the local processing delay, and the transmission, propagation and processing delay costs of offloading to a neighbor. The offloading decision is initiated using an application latency threshold.

Best Choice (BC). In this DISCO enabled best choice offloading decision scheme, the processing request is always offloaded to the best EC neighbor, if available.

In the context of MEC, assuming that the inter-edge bandwidth and round-trip delay are same between all the nodes, the goal is to select node(s) with minimal load and highest compute capabilities (high $\gamma$).

NFV and Service Chaining

For a NFV service chaining, the following algorithms can be used to select $k$ pipeline nodes for subsequent task processing.
**Random.** The random scheme selects an arbitrary node from the list of available neighbors to offload the partially-processed task and the next neighbor after accomplishing the next task repeats the process until the final stage is completed.

**Next-best Sequential.** This scheme uses the information provided by DISCO to select a node with lowest response delay and allows the neighbor to do the same for the remaining tasks in the chain.

**Global Optimal.** The optimal assumes that the information about all the nodes is available at the home node beforehand and therefore selects $k$ best nodes for service chaining. This approach resembles the traveling salesman problem [180] and has non-deterministic polynomial time complexity.

### 5.5 Large Scale Emulation Methodology

The large scale evaluation of the proposed distributed control plane protocol is carried out using the publicly available Autonomous Systems (ASes) dataset of San Francisco (SFO) city from CAIDA [1] and inferring details from their published capacity [181, 182].

#### 5.5.1 Setting Parameters

**AS to Location Mapping**

Each AS can have one or more ECs in its domain. We chose a total of 18 top ASes from the dataset and analyzed their network as well traffic capacity [181, 182]. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) may operate in multiple cities and/or countries and therefore there is no AS to geo-location explicit binding available. Thus, in this work, we assume geographical location of an AS as the origin AS’s office location in the city with the assumption that the traffic for that AS should pass through the deployed ECs. For instance, AS6939 is located at the zip code 94102 with the AS name HURRICANE.
We infer the neighbor's of an AS located in SFO using the following relations: (a) peer-to-peer and (b) peer-to-consumer. As the relation is not transitive, a consumer might have other ASes peer or consumer and so on. The AS relationship of top 18 ASes in SFO is shown in Figure 5.9. The relation can be explained as follows: AS6939 has peer-to-peer relation with AS27647, it is a consumer of AS14601, and it has a peer-to-consumer relationship with AS12276. A peer sends control plane information to its peers and consumers which in turn can offload their tasks when required. The neighbor list is stored at each AS location using this relationship.

**Number of Edge Clouds in an AS**

The estimated traffic capacity and the number of IP addresses for each AS are obtained from the publicly available information as shown in Figure 5.10. The traffic capacity is directly related to the ability of an AS to handle amount of data to and from the
network. Therefore, for the emulation, we assign the number of ECs available in proportion to the traffic at each AS. The number of ECs in our emulation are between from one and seven chosen to match our evaluation capabilities on the ORBIT testbed [86]. For example, AS6939 is assumed to have seven ECs.

**Maximum Number of Hops**

The average AS path length is proportional to the number of hops. This implies that the AS which propagate its information to a farther location should hold more IP addresses. Therefore, the maximum number hops, $MHops$ is proportioned to the number of IP addresses available at an AS. It is noted that with $MHops = 3$, all the ASes can be reached with the given AS relationship in Figure 5.9. For the evaluation, the $MHops$ is set between 0 and 3 where $MHops = 0$ implies that the AS is consumer (stub AS) and cannot handle the offloaded tasks; thus it does not propagate its own as well as others control plane information to any other node.

5.5.2 **Tesbed Set-up**

The prototype is evaluated at the ORBIT [86] testbed using heterogeneous compute nodes.

**EC Nodes**

We selected 18 grid nodes in ORBIT with varied compute capabilities and measured their raw GFlops. The GFlops are in the range of 98–194 as measured using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AS#</th>
<th>AS Name</th>
<th>Estimated Traffic Capacity</th>
<th>#IP Addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6939</td>
<td>HURRICANE</td>
<td>10 Tbps</td>
<td>526336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6994</td>
<td>Fastmetrics</td>
<td>1-5Gbps</td>
<td>10752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7941</td>
<td>Sound Advice Limited</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12276</td>
<td>SF Metropolitan Internet Exchange (SF MIX)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22781</td>
<td>Strong Technology LLC</td>
<td>5-10 Gbps</td>
<td>35840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27647</td>
<td>Weebly</td>
<td>50-100 Gbps</td>
<td>2304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.10: Example AS Information in SFO
The nodes have different machine type, processor architectures and generations. The number of threads per core are between 1–2. The CPU processing is between 3.1–3.6 GHz.

5.5.3 Application Details

We used a low-latency traffic lane detection (TLD) application [183] for performance evaluation. The application takes an input of image, selects white and yellow, converts to gray scale, smooths, detects edges, selects region of interest (ROI) and finally draws sloped lines on top of the traffic lanes. On an Intel i7-3770, 3.4 GHz, 4 cores local compute node, the processing latency of different steps of this application are determined as shown in Figure 5.11. The baseline performance of TLD is obtained at different EC ORBIT nodes as shown in Figure 5.12. It is observed that with higher GFlops, the processing latency of TLD can be less than 55 ms. It can be noted that for an EC end-to-end evaluation, the network latency including transmission, propagation and queuing should also be considered.

Figure 5.13 shows the variation of TLD processing latency with EC node load and it GFlops. This mapping is stored at an EC node to estimate the application performance once the CC and U are obtained through the DISCO control plane protocol. Although an EC node can choose the neighbor with minimal processing latency, other parameters such as RTT, BW and peering relationship to the neighbor are also taken into account.
5.6 Performance Evaluation and Results

In this section, we present the protocol evaluation results for: (a) centralized and distributed control plane overhead comparison, (b) DISCO protocol performance, and (c) application performance using DISCO.

5.6.1 Control Plane Overhead Evaluation

The control plane information can be disseminated in at least two ways. In one approach, a central controller such as SDN periodically queries the resource status of EC nodes and then multicasts or broadcasts this information. Alternatively, the information systematically propagates across the network on need-to-know basis. These approaches are evaluated by setting up a six node ring topology using the ORBIT nodes as shown in Figure 5.14.
The six routers are connected in ring fashion each associated with an EC node. EC node has a unique ECID. The inter-router bandwidth is 932 Mbps. The central controller collects and disseminates the control plane packets periodically from and to each of the EC nodes, respectively. The DISCO protocol runs as an overlay with each EC node setting its own peering configuration and MHops. For both the cases, packets are captured using the pcap filter. The control packet transmission interval (CPTI; timer, \( t_2 \) in 5.6) is varied from 0.1–10 seconds. For DISCO, the average number of neighbors, \( N \) is varied from 0.5–5 and MHops is varied from 1–5. As the loop removal logic in the implementation discards the redundant packet, MHops cannot be set beyond the maximum network depth.

**Packet Overhead**

Figure 5.15 shows the impact of varying number of hops, CPTI and average number of neighbors on the packets generated per second in the system. Here, \( N = 0.5 \) implies that every alternate EC node has a neighbor or one EC has three neighbors and others have zero which are chosen randomly to satisfy the average requirement. For \( N = 0.5 \), when MHops is increased from two to five, we observe that there is no rise in the packet overhead as the network depth is lesser than the maximum hops set by an EC node.
Figure 5.14: Ring Topology for Centralized vs. Distributed Control Plane Overhead Evaluation.

node. Similarly, lowering \( MHops \) has significant improvement on the number of control packets generated as observed for \( N = 5 \) which implies that each EC node maintains all five other ECs as its peer. Therefore, in such a case, setting \( MHops \) as one is necessary and sufficient to propagate control plane packet throughput the system.

The tradeoffs between \( N \) and \( MHops \) can also be observed from the application point of view. For example, if an EC node has a large number of neighbors, setting \( MHops \) too high will mean that the SLAs will not be met for all the offloading requests. In our protocol design, configuring neighbor lists along with setting \( MHops \) and timers, are left to the provider. Finally, varying CPTI has definite impact on the packet overhead and can be systematically adjusted depending upon the node’s resource variability. In general, an EC can also decide to generate the control plane packets only when the node’s resource changes, and otherwise operate as a relay to forward control packets originated from its peers.

The centralized approach depends only on the CPTI value for the packet overhead and cannot be controlled by an EC node. Assuming that each EC node periodically sends control packets to the central controller and the controller forwards the packets to all the EC nodes, the packet overhead is observed to be proportional to the number of
Figure 5.15: DISCO Packet Overhead with Varied Number of Hops and Neighbors

participating EC nodes. In particular, the total number of overhead packets per second can be calculated as $2 \times M \times \frac{1}{CPTI}$, where $M$ are the total number of EC nodes in the system. It is assumed that the central controller aggregates information from all the nodes and sends as a single packet to all the nodes. For $CPTI = 1$ seconds, the total number of packets generated are therefore 12 in this system which are more than the case of DISCO, $N = 0.5$ and $MHops <= 5$. It can be noted that for a distributed technique, the packet overhead is a function of resource variability and therefore can be limited by a provider’s parameter settings.

Convergence Time

The convergence time of a control plane protocol is defined as total wait time at an EC node to receive all the intended control packets. For a centralized scheme, the convergence time is the total time accounted for: receiving control packets at the central controller from all the nodes in the network, creating an aggregate packet at the controller, and receiving the aggregate packet at all the participating EC nodes. For DISCO, since $MHops$ and $N$ are set by the individual EC nodes, accurate determination of intended control packets is infeasible. For topology shown in Figure 5.14, the
intended control packets in DISCO at an EC node are calculated by mapping MHops and $N$ of all the EC nodes. For example, if EC101 can be reached by EC102, EC104 and EC106 in any number of hops as set by each of these EC nodes, the convergence time is the wait time to receive control packets from all these nodes.

We measure the time taken to collect all the control packets at each EC node using DISCO and average time (ten runs) for different MHops and average number of neighbors is shown in Table 5.1. It is observed that for lower $N$, increasing MHops does not increase the convergence time as there are no peers available to forward the packet. Similarly, for higher $N$, as all the peers are directly connected, increasing MHops does not increase the convergence time. For the centralized implementation, the average convergence time for the same topology is measured to be 2.78 ms which is more than the DISCO approach due to central controller’s requirement to gather all the information before aggregation.

Table 5.1: Average Convergence Time (ms) for DISCO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHops 1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHops 2</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHops 3</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHops 4</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6.2 DISCO System Level Performance Evaluation

The neighbor information gathered using the DISCO protocol is valuable for general as well as specific use-cases. For general case, we evaluate the application independent performance for DISCO using the topology shown in Figure 5.9 set-up on ORBIT radio testbed. The sum total of compute capability for this topology is $G = 2653$. Using the method described in 5.4, we calculate $\Gamma$ for different maximum $k$ values. If a node does not have $k$ neighbors, it selects the maximum available neighbors. Table 5.2 presents the comparison between random, round-robin and optimal approach of neighbor selection for a single run. For long-run, the round-robin approach tends to
perform same as a random approach. It can be noted that only the optimal approach uses the DISCO protocol information. In all the cases, the information obtained using our proposed protocol ensures better performance in terms of the available compute power for the chosen nodes.

Table 5.2: Compute Power Comparison for Different Resource Sharing Algorithms, Load and MHops (k=1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algo</th>
<th>MHops=1, Load</th>
<th>MHops=2, Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6.3 Application Performance Evaluation

The information obtained through DISCO can be used to enhance traditional services such as cluster (parallel as well as distributed) computing. For the AS topology shown in Fig. 5.9, the performance of the TLD application is evaluated for the same as well as variable load and inter-edge bandwidth cases. In all the cases, the load is introduced using the stress function in Linux and the bandwidth is varied using Linux tc command. It is assumed that the execution environment is already available at all the ECs.

EC Response Time. The EC response time ($t_{res}$) is given by the Eq. 5.3. Here, $t_{proc}$ is the task processing time at an EC, and $t_{tx,task}$, $t_{prop,task}$, $t_{prop,task}$ and $t_{prop,res}$ are the transmission and propagation delays, for the task and its processed response, respectively. For a task executed locally (no offload) $t_{res}$ is equal to $t_{proc}$.

\[ t_{res} = t_{proc} + t_{tx,task} + t_{prop,task} + t_{tx,res} + t_{prop,res} \]  

(5.3)

Cluster Computing

In order to evaluate parallel cluster computing performance, we create a Hadoop-like set up for TLD application with 100K batch jobs. The tasks are divided for the schemes presented in Section 5.4.1. Figure 5.16 compares the cluster computing scenario with
Figure 5.16: Cluster Computing with and without DISCO for Load=0.12 and Different MHops; Numbers in black are data plane neighbors for each EC node.

Figure 5.17 shows the aggregate performance of equal-share and proportional schemes for different loads and MHops. Although, increasing MHops from one to two improves the latency performance for both the schemes, it is observed that for medium loaded system, increasing MHops provides larger average latency gains as compared to the low and high loads cases. This is due to the fact that at the low-load, the EC node with
equal share can also find low-loaded nodes with decent response time and at high-load, both equal-share as well proportional cannot avail low-latency as needed. However, in both the cases, proportional scheme with DISCO provides better performance as compared with equal-share.

**Same Load and Inter-edge Bandwidth**

Next, we evaluate the performance of the TLD application for offloading to a single neighbor. The evaluation is carried out from the EC’s perspective, without considering the UE to EC access latency. We use a local MPEG-4 video stream of 960 pixels by 540 pixels to be processed to detect the traffic lanes. The maximum inter-edge bandwidth is fixed to 112 Mbps because of ORBIT capabilities. From the RTT and inter-edge bandwidth information obtained through DISCO, we estimate the transmission and propagation delays for all the EC neighbors. Furthermore, the processing latency is estimated using Figure 5.13 for a given neighbor’s load and compute capability. Finally, the EC node is selected based upon one of the schemes explained in Section 5.4.1.

In this evaluation, the EC nodes have same load levels and same inter-edge bandwidth among nodes. The emulation is carried out for different bandwidth and load

![Figure 5.17: Cluster Computing Comparison for Schemes with and without DISCO for Heterogeneous Load, Bandwidth and Compute Resources.](image)
Figure 5.18: Average EC Response Time Comparison for Different Load Conditions; MHops=1

values. Figure 5.18 presents the application performance in terms of average EC response time for MHops=1 and two extreme load conditions. The inter-edge offload bandwidth limit presents the available bandwidth between pair of neighbors. For the no offload baseline case, bandwidth has no impact on the response time. In case of without DISCO and threshold of 70ms, the EC node attempts to offload the task to a neighbor with bandwidth as a metric which is uniform for all the pairs. The lower inter-edge bandwidth leads to higher EC response time. Therefore, for a homogeneous network, a scheme without additional control plane information works as a random selection scheme. As more bandwidth becomes available, the thresholding scheme outperforms the baseline scheme. The lower threshold limit implies that more tasks are offloaded to neighbors while the higher threshold limit at a lower load is same as baseline with no task offloading. Similarly, as the DISCO information is used with the threshold based task offload trigger, for lower loads and higher threshold, the scheme is same as baseline while for lower thresholds, it performs as the best choice which is an always offload (if best is available) scheme.
In case of the higher load (Figure 5.18, right), again, the baseline is an average scheme while the without DISCO based threshold scheme improves with the bandwidth. Both low and high thresholds are triggered due to higher loads at the EC nodes but the limited bandwidth slows the offloads. Moreover, due to randomness in the selection of a neighbor, the performance is not similar. As the higher bandwidth becomes available, again the thresholding without DISCO outperforms the baseline scheme. The DISCO based thresholding schemes performs same as best choice because a high performance neighbor is always chosen once the threshold is triggered.

Figure 5.19 compares the application performance for different EC load and MHops for the homogeneous network. It is observed that lower threshold scheme with DISCO information performs similar to the best choice. Therefore, a simple thresholding scheme with an appropriate application threshold is sufficient to achieve performance better than baseline and other schemes. In this study, the threshold value zero is equivalent to the best choice, while the infinity threshold represents a no offload baseline scheme. Thus, a 100ms threshold offloads less often than 70ms but has comparable performance. As the network depth increases, the schemes without using the control plane information are unable to take advantage of other neighboring nodes while DISCO based thresholding scheme can perform better even at the higher average load values.

**Heterogeneous EC Network**

A heterogeneous EC network is a more realistic scenario than homogeneous, and we evaluate this case using the AS topology shown in Figure 5.9. The traffic capacity and IP address information of these ASes are used to proportionate the bandwidth between the pair of nodes. The load at each node is chosen during the experiment run using uniform random distribution between the lower (α), and upper (β) limits.

Figure 5.20 shows the response time averaged over all the nodes and ten runs for this heterogeneous setting. The compute capability of each node is different as mentioned earlier. It is observed that the average EC response time gain using DISCO is significantly higher than baseline and threshold based schemes for an extremely heterogeneous setting, e.g., when α = 0 and β = 0.4. This is because DISCO enables an
EC node to offload information to a lightly loaded neighbor which has better inter-edge bandwidth connectivity. For lower load levels, all the schemes provide similar performance as either there is no need to offload or a chosen EC node (even with the baseline scheme) has sufficient available compute capabilities.

The network depth is increased by setting MHops as two and the performance results are presented in Figure 5.21. Again, using DISCO, the thresholding based scheme performs similar to the best choice except for very low load levels where the threshold based algorithm is not triggered. The thresholding schemes without DISCO information are unable to select an optimal EC node to offload tasks. However, in some cases, particularly for the lower load scenarios, a chosen node can be good enough when just using the thresholding scheme and can outperform the baseline scheme as observed.

Figure 5.22 shows that the performance can be improved with change in the application threshold as well as MHops. For more MHops, with and without using DISCO, the EC node has lower response time as compared to the case with lower MHops values.
Thus, setting appropriate network depth impacts the performance. The lower latency threshold triggers more offloads which, in case of without DISCO schemes, does not perform well. With DISCO, setting the lower threshold is beneficial to trigger the offload request. Therefore when no control plane information is available, keeping application threshold higher has better performance but when using the DISCO protocol, setting the latency threshold lower has better performance. The low load value (0.12) used for this emulation shows that for MHops=1, not many better nodes in the given network depth are available and therefore performance improvement is not observed.

**NFV and Service Chaining**

The DISCO protocol information is also useful in an NFV service chaining use-case. We set-up a chain of TLD specific service functions (white yellow select, convert to gray, etc.; Ref: Figure 5.11) to evaluate the service chain latency performance for different schemes described in the Section 5.4.1. Figure 5.23 shows that the random scheme does not provide satisfactory results due to lack of information about a neighbor while the DISCO-enabled next-best scheme’s performance is similar to the global optimal for all the load levels.
The dataset used and the project code developed for this work is made available using GitHub at the following Link [184].

5.7 Discussion and Related Work

**Control Plane Variants.** Many existing MEC architectures such as hierarchical [19, 20] as well as centralized [21] implicitly assume control plane information availability. To the best of our knowledge, DISCO is an early attempt to design, implement and evaluate the performance of a fully decentralized control plane protocol for MEC.

**Overlay based Control.** The overlay based control plane allows use of the existing network fabric while ensuring required flexibility, simplicity and elasticity [22]. Overlay solution are a popular choice in literature due to implementation simplicity and compatibility advantages, and is thus reflected in the DISCO design [23, 24].

**Border Gateway Protocol.** DISCO shares similarities with BGP which disseminates IP routes between the ASes by forming peering relationships [25]. However, DISCO is differentiated by its: (a) controlled network depth envisioned to scale up to a geographical region, (b) shorter periodicity as needed by MEC specifically to support
low-latency applications, and (c) both, network and compute information disseminate in order to enable cooperative resource management algorithms rather than simply routing.

**Resource Specification (RSpec).** The overlay based large-scale testbeds such as PlanetLab and GENI [26, 27] are configured for the compute and network resources using resource specifications (RSpec) [28] which enables full description of the network, control of the network topologies, and network-aware resource placement. DISCO is a natural complement to these testbeds for run-time resource discovery extending the current static configuration capabilities with Rspec.

**Network Participation.** The edge cloud network is a shared infrastructure system for MEC in which the networking entities such as routers play significant role in MEC’s performance. Although the current DISCO protocol is built as an overlay, supporting the views of [29, 30] we believe that a tightly coupled network participation, for instance, routers disseminating network state information to the MEC nodes, will greatly improve the performance and scalability.
5.8 Summary

In this work\cite{185}, a distributed control plane protocol, \textit{DISCO}, is designed, implemented and evaluated to enable cooperative resource sharing in heterogeneous edge cloud scenarios. \textit{DISCO} allows controlled peer-to-peer exchange of key compute and network parameters (such as CPU GIPS, \% utilization and network bandwidth) needed for cooperation between heterogeneous edge clouds across network domains. The control plane information thus obtained can be used in a variety of independent data plane offloading decisions and sharing mechanisms such as cluster computing, compute offloading, load balancing multi-node orchestration, and service chaining.

The results given in this work demonstrate the feasibility of distributed control for future edge clouds, which we feel is an important new capability that will promote scalability and organic growth through grass-roots participation. System level evaluations for several use cases of the DISCO protocol further confirm that significant performance gains can be achieved through cooperation at the cost of modest complexity and overhead.
Chapter 6
Conclusions

In this thesis, we presented the architecture, design, and evaluation of the mobile edge cloud (MEC) system to support future low-latency applications. Considering the requirements posed by these applications, we proposed specific techniques in mobile edge clouds to (a) analyze the performance and scalability of low-latency applications, (b) enable application specific network routing, (c) provide service migration to handle load and user mobility, and (d) create a general-purpose control plane for the distributed resource sharing in the MEC. This thesis provided the following contributions.

First, the system-level edge cloud requirements for low-latency applications were analyzed by benchmarking a set of sample Augmented Reality (AR) applications. A city-scale MEC network simulation was carried out to evaluate the performance and scalability of the system with users running these AR applications. It was shown that the core cloud only can outperform an edge cloud only system when it has insufficient inter-edge cloud bandwidth necessary for data movement. The study concluded that it is essential to increase inter-edge cloud bandwidth along with the compute capacity to avoid network-wide congestion and support low-latency applications.

Next, using the concepts of named-object architecture, we designed a low-latency named-object based virtual network (NOVN) to realize a resource-aware anycast capability for connecting distributed MEC resources with the heterogeneous users requesting specific services. NOVN inherently supports application specific routing with minimal processing and control overhead and thereby provides Quality of Service (QoS) in a multi-tenant MEC network. The performance of NOVN is validated via experimental evaluation of an example edge cloud scenario, showing significant gains in the achievable service latency distribution.
User mobility and system load variability are key characteristics of the locally placed, geographically distributed MECs. To overcome these challenges, a service migration framework, specifically designed using containers was evaluated for a real-time application running our proposed algorithm. The application latency performance was measured at different loads for a city-scale mobility trace. This work demonstrated that container based service migration is a viable approach for handling user mobility and varying system load when parameters such as machine type, system load, inter-edge bandwidth and compute capability are considered.

Finally, a lightweight control plane protocol (DISCO) supporting the exchange of essential control information in MEC was proposed and validated with an experimental prototype. It was shown that the existence of such a control plane enables distributed resource sharing and management by providing neighboring edge clouds with visibility of their computing and network resources along with their current load metrics. Evaluating various use-cases such as cluster computing, compute offloading and service chaining, we showed that DISCO provides significant performance gains at the cost of modest complexity and overhead. We believe that the use of a control plane for edge cloud metadata will enable effective peering of edge cloud resources between multiple autonomous networks in a region.

6.1 Looking Ahead

The MEC architectural components, algorithms & protocols provided in this thesis can potentially serve as guidelines for future edge cloud deployments. Real-life use-cases such as autonomous driving, wireless AR/VR, remote surgery, and holographic teleporting are already under active consideration but many technical challenges remain. One challenge is to achieve latency of the order of a few milliseconds which is feasible with the resource assignment, cross-layer routing, container migration and control plane techniques provided in this thesis. The work presented here can be expanded across many horizons of different application profiles, network topologies, and system configurations. Further evaluation of a real-world deployment, inter-operating with different MEC implementations across multi-tenant networks remains an open challenge.
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